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G1/19 

? 1. A computer-implemented method of modelling pedestrian crowd movement in an 

environment, the method comprising: 

simulating movement of a plurality of pedestrians through the environment, wherein simulating 

movement of each pedestrian comprises: 

providing a provisional path (9) through a model of the environment from a current location (6) 

to an intended destination (7); 

providing a profile for said pedestrian; 

determining a preferred step (112'), to a preferred position (123'), towards said intended 

destination based upon said profile and said provisional path, wherein determining said 

preferred step comprises determining a dissatisfaction function expressing a cost of taking a 

step comprising a sum of an inconvenience function expressing a cost of deviating from a given 

direction and a frustration function expressing a cost of deviating from a given speed; 

defining a neighbourhood (29) around said preferred position (123'); 

identifying obstructions in said neighbourhood, said obstructions including other pedestrians 

(21) and fixed obstacles (25); 

determining a personal space (24) around said pedestrian; 

determining whether said preferred step (112') is feasible by considering whether obstructions 

(21, 25) infringe said personal space over the course of the preferred step (112'). 

T 1798/13 (Forecasting the value of a structured financial product/SWISS …2020-

05-25 

1. A method for forecasting a value of a weather-based structured financial product for steering 

of an optimal weather derivative portfolio based on specified weather measures comprising 

temperature and/or precipitation and/or hours of sunshine and/or heating degree days and/or 

cooling degree days and/or wind speed retrieved from a weather data measuring and 

monitoring system comprising: 

calculating reference weather data at least including temperature data from historical 

weather data at least including temperature data stored in a database (16) or retrieved 
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from an external weather-data measuring system (5) by means of a weather reference 

module (11) for a defined time period and a defined geographical area, wherein the 

historical weather data covering a plurality of years as a time series, is decomposed in 

portions with deterministic data and a portion with stochastic data, wherein the 

deterministic portions include historical trend data and seasonal pattern data, and wherein 

the reference weather data is determined for the defined time period and the defined 

geographical area defined in correspondence with the parameters of the structured 

financial product to be forecasted by establishing the reference weather data from the 

deterministic data, applicable to the defined time period, through auto regression, and from 

stochastic data determined for the time period; 

establishing forecasted weather data by means of a weather forecast module (12) based 

on multi-year historical weather data and long-term weather forecast data covering one or 

more months and storing the forecasted weather data as multiple sets of forecasted 

weather data for subsequent time periods in database (16) assigned to their respective 

time period; 

calculating weighted forecasted weather data by means of a weighting module (121) from 

the multiple sets of forecasted weather data stored in the database (16), wherein each set 

of forecasted weather data is weighted by a weighting factor having a value that increases 

from one time period to the next subsequent time period; 

calculating a forecasted weather index at least including an average temperature, a 

cumulative temperature a number of heating degree days or a number of cooling degree 

days for the defined time period and the defined geographic area from the forecasted 

weather data, wherein the type of index is defined by a respective parameter of the 

financial product to be forecasted, and calculating a forecast value of the structured 

financial product based on forecasted weather data for a defined time period and a defined 

geographical area, wherein the forecast value is calculated by applying structural 

parameters of the financial product to the forecasted weather index determined from the 

forecasted weather data; 

calculating a reference weather index at least including an average temperature, a 

cumulative temperature a number of heating degree days or a number of cooling degree 

days for the defined time period and the defined geographic area from the reference 

weather data by means of a reference module (13), wherein the type of index is defined by 

a respective parameter of the financial product to be forecasted, and calculating a 

reference value of the structured financial product based on the reference weather data, 

wherein the reference value is calculated by applying the structural parameters of the 

financial product to the reference weather index determined from the reference weather 

data; 

calculating a ranked probability score for the reference weather data by integrating a 

cumulative distribution function of the forecasted weather data representing the actual 

relevant weather situation, and calculating a ranked probability score for the forecasted 

weather data, by integrating a cumulative distribution function of the forecasted weather 

data representing the actual relevant weather situation, 



calculating a quality indicator by means of a quality indicator module (15), indicative of a 

forecasting quality associated with the forecasted weather data, based on the forecasted 

weather data and the reference weather data, wherein the quality indicator is calculated as 

a ranked probability skill score from the ranked probability score for the forecasted 

weather data and the ranked probability score for the reference weather data, the ranked 

probability skill score indicating the accuracy of the forecast of the weather data compared 

to the reference weather data according to the percentage of improvement in accuracy of 

the forecast weather data over the reference weather data; and 

calculating the value of the financial product by means of a value forecasting module from 

the reference value and from the forecast value weighted by the quality indicator, wherein 

the influence of the forecasted value on the calculated value of the financial product is 

adjusted. 

“a system for weather forecasting, for example, comprising sensors for measuring 

specific weather data, has technical character. The invention, however, relies on the 

use of already measured weather data.” 

“…the key issue in this case, namely whether improving the accuracy of given data of a 

weather forecast is technical. If it is not, then the details of the algorithm, the 

"mathematics" as the division put it, does not help.” 

“the improvement of the data in this case is rather an improvement of a model utilising 

a scientific theory and thus does not contribute to the technical character of the 

application.” 

“the method of claim 1 comprised at least the following four technical steps: 

(a) generation of a forecast value based on the structural parameters of the financial 

product, 

(b) generation of a reference value based on the structural parameters of the financial 

product, 

(c) generation of a quality indicator by ranked probability skill score and 

(d) generation of a weighted process value for the financial product…. 

However, the Board cannot recognise any reciprocal effect between the specific 

structural parameters of a financial product and the specific forecasted weather index 

values. The value of the financial product depends per definition on weather data, but 

not vise versa. There is no influence on the quality of the weather or weather-based 

measurements from the parameters of the financial product.” 

T 1749/14 (MOBILE PERSONAL POINT-OF-SALE TERMINAL/MAXIM) of 

2020-04-003 
1. A method comprising: 
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(a) storing customer account information in a customer mobile personal point-of-sale 

terminal (CMPPT), wherein the CMPPT includes a cellular telephone portion and a point-of-

sale attachment portion; this CMPPT is personalized for the individual customer by storing 

(a) encryption key(s) that is(are) used for communication with the individual CMPPT of the 

individual customer, and using this personalized CMPPT in subsequent operations; 

(b) after the storing of customer account information in the CMPPT according (a) [sic] 

receiving merchant account information into the CMPPT; and 

(c) initiating a transaction by sending the customer account information and the merchant 

account information from the CMPPT to a financial transaction verification entity (FTVE). 

“it cannot… be sufficient to implement this idea on a standard general purpose mobile 

POS terminal infrastructure… It requires a new infrastructure, new devices and a new 

protocol involving technical considerations linked to modified devices and their 

capabilities” 

“This… concerns technical implementation details (how to implement) which are more 

than a straight-forward 1:1 programming of an abstract business idea. Just as T 

1463/11 (supra) considered the security relevance of centralising authentication 

services in view of avoiding maintenance of software plug-ins in merchant computers 

contributed to the technical character, the Board considers the security relevance of 

the modifications… contribute to the technical character of the present invention.” 

T 0886/17 (Displaying review information in priority order/Rakuten) of 2020-03-

06 

-1. An information retrieval apparatus comprising: 

a searching means (4) that searches transaction targets stored in a first computer 

readable database (22), based on a search condition used for searching transaction 

targets designated by a user, wherein the search condition includes at least one search 

word and a use condition; 

characterized by: 

an acquiring means (4) that acquires pieces of review information associated with 

transaction target identification information of each of the searched transaction targets that 

satisfies the search condition, from a second computer readable database (23), different 

from the first computer readable database (22), that stores a plurality of pieces of review 

information regarding the transaction targets in association with the transaction target 

identification information of each of the transaction targets; 

a determining means (4) that determines a priority order of the pieces of review 

information associated with the transaction target identification information with respect to 

each of the searched transaction targets, based on processing of the acquired pieces of 

review information according to a correspondence between the at least one search word 

and the pieces of review information by using the at least one search word which is 

designated by the user when searching for the transaction targets and is used for 
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searching the transaction targets, to determine a priority order of the pieces of review 

information for each of the transaction targets based on the at least one search word; and 

a controlling means (4) for receiving data representative of the pieces of review 

information in the determined priority order and indicative of the correspondence, and for 

generating a list comprising at least one piece of review information associated with the 

transaction target identification information of each of the searched transaction targets for 

display on a display screen in the determined priority order, 

wherein the determining means (4) determines the priority order such that higher priority is 

given to the pieces of review information including a preset positive term with respect to 

the search condition used for searching the transaction target, 

wherein the piece of review information having the highest determined priority is displayed 

at the top of the list, 

wherein the determining means (4) determines the priority order, based on the number of 

search words that are input as the search condition and that are included in the pieces of 

review information. 

“[the] distinguishing features… are not purposively directed to reducing the processing 

load or to directing the computer to a memory location. They are not based on 

technical considerations of how to achieve these effects, but rather on non-technical 

considerations regarding the information of interest to the user.” 

T 1505/17 (Transposition gestures/HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES), 2020-02-17 

1. A table graphics management method, comprising: 

Displaying (51) a table on a display apparatus, wherein the table has multiple rows and 

multiple columns, each of the rows comprises multiple frames that are sequentially 

arranged along a first dimension, each of the column [sic] comprises multiple frames that 

are sequentially arranged along a second dimension, and the second dimension is vertical 

to the first dimension, wherein the frames of the rows and the columns are filled with 

information; 

detecting (52) a control track for the table input by an input device; 

determining (53) a moving direction of the control track according to the detected control 

track; and along the moving direction of the control track, transposing original information 

in the frames of the row that are sequentially arranged along the first dimension into the 

frames of the column that are sequentially arranged along the second dimension, and 

transposing original information in the frames of the column that are sequentially arranged 

along the second dimension into the frames of the row that are sequentially arranged 

along the first dimension, so as to acquire a transposed table; and 

displaying (54) the transposed table on the display apparatus, 

wherein the control track input by the input device comprises: 
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with any one point of the rows of the table where the rows does [sic] not intersect the 

columns of the table as a starting point, drawing through a location where the rows 

containing the starting point intersects [sic] the columns and extending to any one 

point of the columns where the columns does [sic] not intersect the rows containing 

the starting point; or 

with any one point of the columns of the table where the columns does [sic] not 

intersect the rows of the table as a starting point, drawing through a location where 

the columns containing the starting point intersects [sic] the rows and extending to 

any one point of the rows where the rows does [sic] not intersect the columns 

containing the starting point, 

wherein the input device is a touch input apparatus; and 

the detecting the control track for the table input by the input device comprises: 

detecting a touch track on the touch input apparatus for the table, wherein the touch 

track is used as the control track for the table. 

“transposing a displayed table… is itself non-technical” 

“allowing the user to specify one of the two possible table transpositions is non-

technical, reflecting the user’s subjective wish to choose how to transform the table” 

“inputting user interactions by means of gestures… was well known in the art… The 

skilled person would thus have arrived at the claimed subject-matter without the 

exercise of inventive skill” 

“whether or not a particular input gesture or other kind of input mechanism is intuitive to 

the user is normally a subjective and not a technical matter” 

T 0731/17 (Object persistence/MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY LICENSING), 

2020-01-15 

1. A method of executing a query on an object in a system in which the object is an instance of 

a user defined type that is persisted in a database store, wherein a definition of the user defined 

type comprises one or more fields and behaviors, 

wherein at least one of the behaviors returns a value of one of the fields of the user defined 

type, 

wherein each field of the user defined type is annotated with a first attribute that controls 

one or more storage facets of the field, wherein the first attribute in combination with an 

actual type of the field is used to control a storage layout of the value of the field, wherein 

the storage facets of the field comprise at least one of the maximum size of the field, 

whether or not the field is fixed length, the precision of the field, the scale of the field, and 

whether values of the field can be null, 

wherein each of the at least one of the behaviors returning a value of the fields of the user 

defined type is annotated with a second attribute that denotes an equivalent structural 
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access path, wherein the second attribute specifies a name of the field that is the subject of 

the behavior, wherein the name is used as the equivalent structural access path for the 

behavior, 

wherein the object type is defined as a class in managed code, managed code being code 

running within a Common Language Runtime, CLR, environment, and 

wherein the database store maintains information reflecting the storage layout as provided 

by the annotations to the type definition, the method comprising: 

receiving (406), by a database server, a query that includes a predicate or an expression 

that references a behavior of the at least one of the behaviors returning a value of one of 

the fields of an object that is an instance of the user defined type; 

accessing, by the database server, the information maintained by the database store to 

determine the storage layout of instances of the user defined type; 

translating (408), by the database server, the query into the equivalent structural access 

path for a value of the field of the user defined type that is the subject of the referenced 

behavior; 

structurally accessing (410), by the database server, the value in a table of the database 

store by parsing the object that is persisted in the database store without populating all 

parts of the object in the CLR environment and without invoking the referenced behavior 

of the object in the managed code; and 

returning, by the database server, the value in response to the query. 

“According to decision T 1954/08, reasons 6.2, "the sole processing speed" of a 

computer-implemented algorithm and "the sole amount of memory" it requires are not 

suitable criteria for determining whether a method step contributes to the solution of a 

technical problem. 

However, these statements in decision T 1954/08 cannot be taken to mean that any 

effect resulting from the implementation of a non-technical feature or combination of 

features is non-technical.” 

“The Examining Division should… have analysed whether the skilled person, starting 

from what it considered to be a suitable starting point in the prior art and faced with the 

objective technical problem, would indeed have arrived at a method comprising both 

the technical and the non-technical features of claim 1.” 

“the claimed method involves the concept of accessing information contained in a 

database store via a database server. Such technical functionality is not disclosed by a 

network of general-purpose computers” 

T 2363/16 (URL based email filtering/MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY 

LICENSING), 2019-12-06 
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-1. A method of operating a client computer system (100) to perform email filtering, the method 

comprising: 

receiving (402) an email message; 

parsing (404, 604) the email message; 

identifying (406) URLs within the parsed email message; 

transmitting the identified URLs to a category name service, CNS, server (114); 

receiving, from the CNS server, a number for each identified URL based on the respective 

URL's inappropriateness, and using said number to decide whether the respective URL is 

appropriate or inappropriate; and 

applying a policy including an allow/block logic (118) which determines to permit or inhibit 

access to the email message, 

wherein applying the policy includes determining whether the number of inappropriate 

URLs of the identified URLs exceeds a threshold greater than zero, and if so, inhibiting 

access to the email message. 

“classification of messages as a function of their content is not technical per se (T 

22/12, reasons 2.2). In the present case, the classification criteria regarding which 

emails should be blocked are determined by the user of the system based on non-

technical considerations regarding which emails the user does not want to receive. 

[The d]istinguishing feature [that the] "number of inappropriate URLs exceeds a 

threshold greater than zero" therefore merely reflects a non-technical criterion or policy 

according to which an email is acceptable if it refers to a number of inappropriate web 

pages that does not exceed a threshold greater than zero. Implementing this policy by 

determining whether the number of inappropriate URLs exceeds such a threshold, is 

an obvious way to implement the non-technical criterion in the method of document 

D11, which already uses URLs in a similar way” 

T 1442/16 (Cabrera ECG/PHILIPS) of 2019-08-30 

-1. A method of medical monitoring, the method comprising the steps of 

- providing a plurality of ECG electrodes (2) and positioning the plurality of ECG electrodes 

(2) on a patient such that the plurality of ECG electrodes (2) define a predefined 

arrangement, 

- collecting ECG data by means of the plurality of ECG electrodes (2) wherein the ECG 

data are ST elevation values; 

- simultaneously displaying said ECG data using a number of multiaxis diagrams (6, 7) 

such that 

(i) in each of said number of multiaxis diagrams (6,7), all axes (8, 10) run through a 

zero-point (11); 
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(ii) a position and an angle of each of the axes (8, 10) [deleted: in any of the multiaxis 

diagrams] corresponds to a location of a respective ECG lead formed by respective 

ECG electrodes (2) of the plurality of ECG electrodes (2) in the predefined 

arrangement, and 

(iii) on each axis (8, 10) ECG data from its respective ECG lead is displayed; 

- connecting, to form a first polygonal pattern (12), each of a plurality of values of the ECG 

data displayed on each of the axes (8) of a first multiaxis diagram (6) representing a 

vertical plane of a two-dimensional subspace in which a cardiac electrical field is 

projected; 

- connecting, to form a second polygonal pattern (13), each of a plurality of values of the 

ECG data displayed on each of the axes (10) of a second multiaxis diagram (7) 

representing a horizontal plane of the two-dimensional subspace in which the cardiac 

electrical field is projected; 

- displaying the first polygonal pattern and the second polygonal pattern together with the 

multiaxis diagrams; 

- determining a pattern parameter (23) of the first pattern (12) and a pattern parameter(24) 

of the second pattern (13); 

- triggering an alarm when a value of the pattern parameter (23) of the first pattern (12) 

and/or a value of the pattern parameter (24) of the second pattern (13) exceeds or falls 

below a given threshold value 

according to: 

FORMULA/TABLE/GRAPHIC, wherein 

a value of the pattern parameter (23) of the first pattern (12) corresponds to an area 

of the first pattern (12) and a value of the pattern parameter (24) of the second 

pattern (13) correspond [sic] to an area of the second pattern (13); and 

- triggering an alarm when the value of the pattern parameter (23) of the first pattern (12) 

and/or the value of the pattern parameter (24) of the second pattern (13) exceeds or falls 

below a given threshold value. 

“the present case, the particular arrangement of the data on the axes of the diagrams 

does not prompt the physician to interact with the ECG device [as in T 336/14], nor 

does it have any relevance for the proper functioning of the ECG device” 

“the distinguishing features of [the claim] are [not] objectively and causally linked to the 

[appelant’s] alleged effect [because it] inevitably relies on the user's cognitive abilities, 

including their knowledge of anatomy and principles underlying ECG, and their 

visualisation skills” 

“the present case is not comparable with T 643/00 or T 928/03” 



T 0697/17 (SQL extensions/MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY LICENSING) of 

2019-10-17 

+ 1. A method of updating values in a complex structured type column having a hierarchical 

structure in a relational database system, wherein the complex structured type consists of a set 

of fields, properties and methods and wherein each field or property is one of a scalar type, a 

complex structured type itself or a multiset in which each element is a complex structured type, 

the method comprising the steps of: 

parsing by a parser a database modification statement and producing a description of 

changes to the database proposed by the database modification statement; 

producing by a query optimizer an execution algorithm that will implement the database 

modification; 

computing by a query execution engine that uses the execution algorithm a data structure 

of the database modification statement to determine which values within a complex 

structured type column are to be updated, wherein the data structure represents values in 

the complex structured type column as an aggregation of changes to the values at any 

level of the hierarchical structure of the complex structured type column; and 

applying by the query execution engine the changes to the values in the complex structured 

type column that are to be updated. 

“the "execution algorithm" contributes to the overall technical purpose of implementing 

the update operation on data stored and managed by the relational database 

management system and to the computation of the data structure… and therefore has 

to be considered in the inventive-step assessment.” 

“claim 1 provides a rather abstract description of the invention. Besides, many claimed 

features appear to be standard features of a relational database management system. 

But the claimed features do make a technical contribution over a general-purpose 

computer. ” 

T 1248/12, 2019-03-12 

- 1. A Privacy Preserving Data-Mining Protocol, operating between a secure "aggregator" data 

processor and at least one of "source-entity" data processor, wherein the "aggregator" and the 

"source-entity" processors are interconnected via an electronic data-communications topology, 

and the protocol includes the steps of: 

A) on the side of the "aggregator" processor: 

(i) from a user interface--accepting a query against a plurality of the predetermined 

attributes and therewith forming a parameter list, 

(ii) via the topology--transmitting the parameter list to each of the "source-entity" 

processors, 
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(iii) via the topology--receiving a respective file from each of the "source-entity" 

processors, 

(iv) aggregating the plurality of files into a data-warehouse, 

(iv[sic]) using the parameter list, extracting query relevant data from the data-

warehouse, 

(vi) agglomerating the extract, and 

(vii) to a user interface--reporting the agglomerated extract; and 

B) on the side of each processor of the at least one "source-entity" processors: 

(i) accumulating data-items wherein some of the data-items have privacy sensitive 

micro-data, 

(ii) organizing the data-items using the plurality of predetermined attributes, 

(iii) via the topology--receiving a parameter list from the "aggregator" processor, 

(iv) forming a file by "crunching together" the data-items according to the parameter 

list, 

(v) filtering out portions of the file which characterize details particular to less than a 

predetermined quantity of micro-data-specific data-items, and 

(vi) via the topology--transmitting the file to the "aggregator" processor. 

“de-identifying data, by removing individually identifiable information, and by 

aggregating data from a plurality of sources, is not technical. It aims to protect data 

privacy, which is not a technical problem. The problem of data privacy is not 

synonymous with data security. Data privacy concerns what information to share and 

not to share (and making sure that only the information that is to be shared is shared), 

whereas data security is about how to prevent unauthorised access to information.” 

T 1849/17 (Search engine with user feedback/PINTEREST), 2019-02-12 

-1. A method of ranking documents in a results list of documents presented to a user in 

response to a search query comprising: 

a. receiving and storing feedback from the user u regarding a relevance of a document d 

to the user u, in response to a search query q, the feedback being represented as a query-

document feature (q, d, u) = s, where s is the rating as a number of stars assigned by the 

user u, and discarding any previous rating for the query-document feature (q, d, u); 

b. associating the user feedback s with the search query q and the document d; 

c. determining a weight U(q,d)u,s based on the user feedback s for the query-document 

feature (q,d,u), 

d. determining a vector of a plurality of features X of the document d, 

e. augmenting the feature vector X with the weight U(q,d)u,s from the user u to form a user 

specific feature vector of weighted parameters psi, 
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f. augmenting the feature vector X with the weight U(q,d)u,s from other users u to form a 

global feature vector of weighted parameters theta for a group of users, 

g. determining a relevance score for the document d for the query q, for the vector of the 

plurality of features X of the document d and the vector of the parameters theta for the 

group of users combined with the specific vector of weighted feedback of the vector of the 

parameters psi for the user u according to the expression 

u(X) = 1/[1 + e**(-(theta+psi)*X)]; and 

h. ranking the document based on the relevance score. 

“The board does not accept that the search itself executes any "faster" or "more 

efficient[ly]" due to the claimed relevance feedback, in particular because the search 

results are ranked after retrieval. Likewise, the ranking itself cannot be said to be 

determined any "faster" or "more efficient[ly]", inter alia because the reference for this 

comparison is not indicated ("faster and more efficient" than what?).” 

“the board must conclude that the relevance formula (in… step g...) is just any 

mathematical formula... which does not contribute to the technical character of the 

claimed invention” 

T 1559/14, 2019-01-11 

- 1. A method at a first machine (28) to generate a user interface (297, 398, 400) to display data 

items (85) in a first area of the user interface (297, 398, 400) on a client machine (22), the 

method comprising: 

receiving a query and in response to the query determining a set of data items found (85) 

for display in the first area of the user interface (297, 398, 400) on the client machine (22); 

counting the number (472) of the data items found (85); 

comparing the number (472) of data items (85) with a predetermined threshold; 

if the number (472) of data items (85) is equal to or greater than the predetermined 

threshold, generating the user interface (297, 398, 400) for display on the client machine 

(22) to include the first area and a second area that is complementary in size to the first 

area, wherein the first area displays data items (85) and the second area displays user 

selectable browsing options (303) to allow a user to identify data items (85), 

if the number (472) of data items (85) is less than the predetermined threshold, generating 

the user interface (297, 398, 400) for display on the client machine (22) with the size of the 

first area maximized to display data items (85) and the size of the second area minimized 

to minimize the display of browsing options (303) and the first and second areas 

complementary in size, whereby the user interface emphasizes the data items (85) found 

rather than the browsing options (303); and 

communicating the generated user interface (297, 398, 400) to the client machine (22) for 

display. 
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“In general, the implementation of a user interface includes non-technical aspects of 

the GUI layout, e.g. the graphical design of menus or the positioning of a control button 

according to user preferences, but also technical aspects regarding the user-computer 

interaction (see T 505/13 of 6 June 2018, reasons 8.3).” 

“since the technical and non-technical features are tightly intermingled in claim 1, which 

makes it difficult to initially separate them, the following deals with the distinguishing 

technical and non-technical features in combination” 

“appellant argued that the threshold was not an arbitrary value and had a technical 

character… However, the claim is not limited to any particular threshold… the Board's 

inventive-step reasoning is not limited to any type of threshold” 

T 0817/16 (Document scoring/GOOGLE) of 2019-01-10 

- 1. A computer-implemented method for scoring a document, comprising: 

identifying a plurality of documents containing a plurality of terms; 

storing, for each document of the plurality of documents, a signature of the document 

instead of storing the entire document; 

obtaining one or more types of history data associated with each of the plurality of 

documents, the obtaining performed by monitoring one or more types of history data 

including data relating to changes to a content of a respective document over time, 

wherein monitoring the data relating to changes to a content of a respective document 

over time includes: 

monitoring signatures of the respective documents to determine (i) a frequency at 

which the content of the respective document changes over time, and (ii) an amount 

by which the content of the respective document changes over time; and 

generating a score for a document based, at least in part, on the one or more types 

of history data obtained for the document, 

wherein the generating the score for the document includes scoring the document based, 

at least in part, on the frequency at which the content of the document changes over time 

and the amount by which the content of the document changes over time. 

“abstract, functional terms that do not imply any interaction with specific technical 

means” 

“appellant… suggested that providing good scores improved the search results… and 

that… resulted in a reduction in the number of search queries, which amounted to a 

saving of resources” 

citing T 1741/08 “a chain of effects cannot be used as evidence of a technical effect if 

one of the links between the effects is not of a technical nature (but, for example, of a 

psychological nature [a user choice])” 
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“claim 1 is silent on what the generated score is used for. Merely assigning a score to a 

document is not a technical effect.” 

T 0277/16 (Location-based computer access/GOOGLE) of 2018-06-26 
1. A method, comprising: 

receiving, via an input of a portable electronic device (12), a request to access the 

electronic device (12); 

the electronic device (12) implementing a first security rule requiring a first authentication 

process when the electronic device (12) is physically located in a familiar area and a 

different second security rule requiring a different second authentication process when the 

electronic device (12) is located outside of the familiar area[,] the second authentication 

process being more complex for the user or requiring more time for the user than the first 

authentication process; and; 

receiving, via an input of the portable electronic device (12), a plurality of successful user 

authentication entries, 

characterized in that the method further comprises: 

determining a location of the device (12) corresponding to each of the successful user 

authentication entries, 

wherein determining the location of the device (12) comprises one or more of: 

receiving global positioning system data (52) and determining the location based on the 

global positioning system data (52), and 

receiving a network address corresponding to a wireless communications network (22, 32) 

that the device (12) has detected, and determining the location based on the network 

address; 

saving, in a computer-readable memory, data representative of each of the entries and 

each entry's corresponding location; and 

automatically designating, by a processor without a requirement for user entry of location 

information, the familiar area for the electronic device (12), 

wherein designating the familiar area comprises designating the familiar area based on the data 

representative of each of the entries and each entry's corresponding location, and 

wherein designating the familiar area comprises: 

determining a set of successful user authentication entries that were received during a time 

period, 

grouping the entries from the set into a plurality of location-dependent subgroups, 

determining a size of the set and a size of each subgroup, 

identifying each subgroup having a size that at least equals a size threshold, wherein the 

size threshold corresponds to a portion of the set size, and 
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for each subgroup having a size that at least equals the size threshold, classifying the 

location for that subgroup's entries as the familiar area. 

11. An electronic device (12), comprising: 

a processor, 

a user interface (16), and 

a memory having programming instructions that, when executed, instruct the processor to: 

receive, via the user interface (16), a user request to access the electronic device (12); 

determine a current location for the electronic device (12); 

implement a first authentication process if the current location corresponds to a familiar 

area and a different second authentication process if the current location does not 

correspond to the familiar area[,] the second authentication process being more complex 

for the user or requiring more time for the user than the first authentication process; 

receive a plurality of successful user authentication entries; 

characterized in that the memory further has programming instructions that, when 

executed, instruct the processor to: 

determine a location of the device corresponding to each of the successful user 

authentication entries, 

wherein determining the location of the device (12) comprises one or more of: 

receiving global positioning system data (52) and determining the location based on the 

global positioning system data (52), and 

receiving a network address corresponding to a wireless communications network (22, 

32) that the device has detected, and determining the location based on the network 

address; 

save data representative of each of the entries and each entry's corresponding location; 

output, via the user interface (16), a prompt to perform the implemented authentication 

process; and 

automatically designate, without a requirement for user entry of location information, the 

familiar area for the electronic device (12); 

wherein designating the familiar area comprises designating the familiar area based on the 

data representative of each of the entries and each entry's corresponding location, and 

wherein designating the familiar area comprises: 

determining a set of successful user authentication entries that were received during a 

time period, 

grouping the entries from the set into a plurality of location-dependent subgroups, 

determining a size of the set and a size of each subgroup, 



identifying each subgroup having a size that at least equals a size threshold, wherein the 

size threshold corresponds to a portion of the set size, and 

for each subgroup having a size that at least equals the size threshold, classifying the 

location for that subgroup's entries as the familiar area. 

“The term in the claims "familiar area" does not have a specific technical meaning.” 

“While the board agrees that the difference implements a "policy", it disagrees that it is 

a non-technical policy which does not contribute to inventive step.” 

“The distinguishing features are… tied to the use and usability of the device… and 

therefore contribute to the technical character” 

T 0505/13, 2018-06-06 

+ 1. A method, comprising: 

providing an address field (22) [i]n a network browser; 

detecting data input into the address field by a user; and 

providing at least one virtual function key (23), associated with the address field of the 

network browser, wherein a function provided by the at least one virtual function key relates 

to a service that depends upon the data input into the address field by the user. 

+ 1. A method, comprising: 

providing an address field (22) in a network browser; 

detecting data input into the address field by a user in order to use a service, wherein the 

data input into the address field by the user is different from a network address; and 

providing at least one virtual function key (23), associated with the address field of the 

network browser, which provides a function that depends upon the data input into the 

address field by the user and relates to the service. 

+ 1. A method, comprising: 

providing an address field (22) and a plurality of virtual function keys (23) in a network 

browser, wherein the plurality of virtual function keys is associated with the address field; 

detecting data input into the address field by a user in order to use a service, wherein the 

data input into the address field by the user is different from a network address; and 

modifying the virtual function keys by providing at least one virtual function key, associated 

with the address field of the network browser, which provides a function that depends upon 

the data input into the address field by the user and relates to the service. 

“In general, the implementation of a user interface includes non-technical aspects of 

the GUI layout but also technical aspects regarding user-computer interaction” 
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“the choice of where to provide a control button was regarded as a matter of user 

preferences in T 478/06 of 30 June 2009 (reasons 6 and 11), but in the same decision 

the board appears to have taken the view that providing "some sort of control button" 

was part of the technical solution (reasons 10).” 

“The graphical design of menus was considered, as a rule, to be a non-technical 

aspect of a menu-driven control system in T 244/00 of 15 November 2001 (reasons 

12).” 

“In decision T 1214/09 of 18 July 2014 the present Board found that a particular 

arrangement of thumbnail file images did not contribute to the technical solution of the 

problem of enabling more efficient image retrieval (reasons 4.8.8), but that providing a 

mechanism for inputting a selection from a number of items was a technical task 

(reasons 6.3)” 

“In the present case, the Board agrees with the Examining Division that the invention 

fulfils user requirements of a non-technical nature… However, the decision of what 

input mechanism to use, and how to modify the software applications to support a task 

required by the user… may be determined by technical considerations.” 

“In the present case, the decision to use virtual function keys associated with the 

address field of the web browser for supporting those tasks does not merely relate to 

the layout or graphical design of the user interface. It requires technical considerations 

regarding different interaction mechanisms.” 

T 2330/13, 2018-05-09 

+ 1. A computer implemented method for evaluation of selection conditions concerning variants 

of components in a configurable product during manufacturing of the configurable product, the 

selection conditions serving to prevent incompatible variants from being included in the 

configurable product, the method comprising: 

receiving a plurality of selection conditions (S1, S2, S3) comprising logical operations 

defining permissible combinations of values of a finite set of characteristics of the product, 

wherein a variance space is defined by the set of all combinations of said values; 

forming a bit matrix (300) containing information representing combinations of the values of 

the characteristics by encoding all possible combinations contained in the variance space 

into a matrix, wherein the bit matrix (300) comprises rows and columns, wherein for each 

value associated with a characteristic one of the rows is given, wherein for each 

combination of the values one of the columns is given; 

splitting the bit matrix into a desired number of bit sub-matrices, wherein each bit sub-

matrix corresponds to a variance subspace, the splitting comprising choosing a desired 

characteristic of the set of characteristics with a number of values that equals at least 

approximately the desired number of sub-matrices, and creating for every value of the 

desired characteristic a sub-matrix; 
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forming bit strings (s1, s2, s3) representing the selection conditions for all combinations in 

each variance subspace by applying the logical operations defined in the selection 

conditions to the bit sub-matrices, wherein the forming of the bit strings is performed by 

parallel processing, wherein each bit string representing the selection conditions has bits 

representing unique combinations of the values of the characteristics, wherein each of the 

permissible combinations of the values of the characteristics is expressed by a bit having 

the value logic "1" while all other bits in the bit strings representing the selection conditions 

have the value logic "0"; 

receiving a plurality of restriction conditions (R1, R2) comprising logical operations defining 

forbidden combinations of the values of the finite set of the characteristics of the product; 

forming bit strings (r1, r2) representing restriction conditions for all combinations in each 

variance subspace by applying the logical operations defined in the restriction conditions to 

the bit sub-matrices, wherein the forming of the bit strings is performed by parallel 

processing, wherein each bit string representing the restriction conditions has bits 

representing unique combinations of the values of the characteristics, wherein each of the 

restriction conditions is expressed by a bit having the value logic "1" for each forbidden 

combination while all other bits in the bit string have the value logic "0"; 

determining inconsistent pairs of the selection conditions (S1, S2, S3) for each variance 

subspace by calculating inconsistency bit strings for pairs of the selection conditions (S1, 

S2, S3) and determining the inconsistent pairs of the selection conditions (S1, S2, S3) in a 

case when the inconsistency bit string of the pair of the selection conditions (S1, S2, S3) 

has at least one bit having a value logic "1", wherein the inconsistency bit string of the pair 

of the selection conditions (S1, S2, S3) is formed by combining the corresponding bit 

strings representing the pair of selection conditions and a united bit string representing 

restriction conditions using logical AND operation, wherein the united string representing 

restriction conditions is formed by combining all bit strings representing restriction 

conditions using logical OR operation with subsequent applying logical NOT operation, 

wherein the determining of the inconsistent pairs of the selection conditions is performed by 

parallel processing; and 

outputting the inconsistent pairs of the selection conditions to a user. 

“While information modelling is an intellectual activity and should be treated like any 

other human activity in a non-technical field, its purposive use in the context of a 

solution to a technical problem may contribute to the technical character of an invention 

(see e.g. T 49/99 of 5 March 2002, reasons 7 and T 42/09 of 10 March 2014, reasons 

2.4).” 

“According to decision T 1784/06 of 21 September 2012 (reasons 3.1.2), enhanced 

speed of an algorithm, as compared to other algorithms, is not sufficient to establish a 

technical character of the algorithm. The deciding board in that case considered that 

the claimed algorithm did not contribute to the technical character of the classification 

method.” 



“Decision T 42/10 of 28 February 2013 ruled: "In its full generality, speed of 

computation is a mathematical problem" (see reasons 2.11). However, in accordance 

with established case law, computational efficiency achieved by features resulting from 

technical considerations, e.g. about the internal functioning of a computer, is in 

principle a technical effect (see T 42/10, supra, reasons 2.11; T 1965/11 of 24 March 

2017, reasons 5.1)” 

“Several decisions have affirmed the technical character of particular data structures, 

such as functional data defined in terms which inherently comprise the technical 

features of the system (see e.g. T 1194/97, OJ EPO 2000, 525, reasons 3.3), data 

intended for controlling a technical device such as an index structure directing the 

computer to the memory location of the data to be retrieved (see e.g. T 1351/04 of 18 

April 2007, reasons 7.2), or a functional data structure for facilitating the exchange of 

data among various application programs independently of any cognitive content (T 

424/03 of 23 February 2006, reasons 5.2).” 

“Claim 1 of the present main request does not simply describe the computer-

implemented method in non-technical terms of the area of product configuration… It … 

specifies that the combinations of values of product characteristics and the selection 

and restriction conditions are represented by specific bit matrices and bit strings, which 

are processed in a specific manner in order to arrive at the desired result” 

“even though the task performed by claim 1 is of a non-technical nature… the specific 

claimed bit (sub-)matrices, bit strings and steps of the method, especially those of 

splitting the bit matrix, forming bit strings representing the selection and restriction 

conditions and determining inconsistent pairs of selection conditions when performed 

by parallel processing, do contribute to the technical character of the invention” 

T 1028/14, 2017-08-22 

+ 1. A method of determining a likelihood that a received message is an undesired message, 

comprising the steps of: 

(i) receiving a message at a messaging system; 

(ii) forwarding to a reputation engine a pre-selected set of identifiers relating to the origin of 

the message, the pre-selected set of identifiers including an IP address from which the 

received message originated, a tuple of a domain at which the received message allegedly 

originated and the IP address from which the received message originated, and a tuple of a 

user who allegedly originated the message and the IP address from which the received 

message originated; 

(iii) checking databases at the reputation engine to determine previously determined 

reputation metrics for the forwarded identifiers and returning any previously determined 

reputation metrics to the messaging system; 
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(iv) making a first determination at the messaging system of a likelihood as to whether the 

received message is undesired using a first set of criteria including the returned reputation 

metrics; and 

(v) marking the message as being either desired or undesired in accordance with the first 

determination. 

“Given that the whole application is concerned with telecommunication messages… 

and that undesired messages correspond to spam messages, the board is satisfied 

that the underlying problem to be solved is indeed a technical problem. The board also 

agrees with the appellant that features (i) to (v) of claim 1 do in fact contribute to the 

solution of that technical problem” 

“the question is not whether a notorious networked computer system is able to perform 

the method steps of features (i) to (v) but whether the skilled person in the field of data 

processing would come up, without exercising inventive skills, with a solution enabling 

such a "networked computer system" to perform all those steps” 

T 1965/11, 2017-03-24 

+ 1. A method for a computer-implemented query optimizer for selecting an execution plan for 

use in execution of a relational database query, the method comprising: 

generating, by a cost-based query optimizer, a table (300) of alternatives, the table (300) of 

alternatives comprising several groups, one group having a root entry representing the 

database query and additional entries representing alternative possibilities for executing the 

database query and the other groups having root entries representing sub-expressions of 

the database query and additional entries representing alternative possibilities for executing 

the respective sub-expression of the database query; 

selecting candidate views for the query from a number of materialized views by using 

information about what database tables are referenced in the query and whether or not the 

query contains aggregations; 

for each root entry, 

extracting an operator tree for the root entry, 

collapsing binary joins contained in the operator tree to obtain a query graph for the root 

entry, the query graph listing all underlying tables along with predicates that are applied on 

them, 

matching the query graph for the root entry and the candidate views, and 

if a match is found, extending the table (300) of alternatives with the corresponding 

candidate view by extending the group of the root entry with the corresponding candidate 

view; and 

using the cost based query optimizer to select an execution plan based on the extended 

table (300) of alternatives. 
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“According to decision T 1569/05 of 26 June 2008, reasons 3.6, retrieving data in a 

computer database is normally considered to have technical character. While the 

method of claim 1 does not include the actual data retrieval, the Board considers that 

the cost-based optimisation of a query in a relational database system has normally 

technical character (see T 1003/09 of 29 April 2015, reasons 13.3 and 13.5). Such 

cost-based query optimisation searches for low-cost query execution plans using a 

cost estimate for the computer resources (such as CPU, main memory or hard disk) 

needed to execute a query plan (see D8, section 2, for technical background). Hence, 

this cost-based approach involves further technical considerations… relating to the 

internal functioning of the computer system.” 

T 1463/11 (Universal merchant platform / CardinalCommerce) of 2016-11-29 
1. A computer-implemented method for processing authentication of a consumer (50) via a 

computer at a centralized merchant authentication processing system, MAPS, (200) using one 

of a plurality of different types of payment instruments to conduct a commercial transaction over 

a communications network with a server (100) operated by an online merchant, wherein the 

server (100) includes a thin client (106) operable to link information with the MAPS (200) upon 

demand and operable to format name/value pairs to a required MAPS message format and to 

securely communicate the message to the MAPS (200), wherein the payment instrument being 

used is either enrolled in or not enrolled in an authentication program conforming to one of a 

plurality of authentication protocols prescribed for the respective plurality of different types of 

payment instruments by payment networks (70, 72, 74, 76, 78) supporting the same, wherein 

the MAPS (200) comprises a connectivity layer (210) that sits on top a message distribution 

layer (220) that sits on top a plug-in layer (230) and an external connection layer (240), the 

method comprising: 

(a) obtaining at the server (100) payment information for the transaction from the consumer 

(50) and forwarding the payment information to the MAPS (200) using the thin client (106), 

said payment information including a number identifying the particular payment instrument 

being used; 

(b) determining at the MAPS (200) the type of payment instrument being used from the 

payment information, wherein the plug-in layer (230) of the MAPS includes a plurality of 

individual authentication initiative plug-in components (232) operable to listen to the 

message distribution layer (220) for a specific message type, wherein a respective plug-in 

component (232) is activated by the message distribution layer (220) that sends messages 

to the specified plug-in component (232) based upon the type of payment instrument being 

used for the transaction being processed; 

(c) obtaining at the MAPS (200) an authentication determination from one of the payment 

networks (70, 72, 74, 76, 78) for the transaction in accordance with the authentication 

protocols prescribed for the determined type of payment instrument being used; and, 

(d) the MAPS (200) returning the obtained authentication determination to the server (100) 

operated by the merchant. 
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“Programs for computers are, in general, not considered technical. However, the 

choice of where a particular computation is carried out in a distributed system will 

normally have implications for availability, for latency and so on, and those are 

technical matters.” 

“the decision to centralise the plug-ins in a separate server that can be accessed by 

several merchant servers, in order to simplify installation and maintenance and reduce 

load, should be considered a technical one” 

T 0022/12 (Spam classification/MICROSOFT), 2016-11-16 

- 1. A method of classifying an incoming electronic message (205) performed by a computer 

program (130) executing on a computer, as a function of content of the message, into one of a 

plurality of predefined classes, 

wherein the classes comprise first and second classes for first and second predefined 

categories of messages, respectively; 

the method comprising the steps of: 

detecting whether each of a first group of predefined handcrafted features exists in the 

incoming message (205) so as to yield first output data the handcrafted features 

determined through human judgment alone, wherein the handcrafted features comprise 

features correspondingly related to formatting, authoring, delivery or communication 

attributes that characterize a message as belonging to the first class; 

analyzing text in the incoming message (205) so as to break the text into a plurality of 

constituent textual components that are separated from another such component by a 

blank or white space or leading or following punctuation mark; 

ascertaining, using a word-oriented indexer and in response to said textual components, 

whether each of a second group of predefined word-oriented features exists in the 

incoming message so as to yield second output data wherein each of the word-oriented 

features defines a word, said first and second groups collectively defining an n-element 

feature space; 

forming, in response to the first and second output data, an N-element feature vector 

which specifies whether each of N pre-defined features exists in the incoming message; 

and 

applying the N-element feature vector as input to the probabilistic classifier (210) so as to 

yield the output confidence level for the incoming message, which specifies a probability 

that the incoming message belongs to said one class; 

wherein the classifier (210) has been trained, on past classifications of message content for a 

plurality of messages (234) that form a training set, wherein the classifier is a modified support 

vector machine and belong to said one class, to recognize said N features in the training set; 

and 
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classifying, in response to a magnitude of the output confidence level, the incoming message as 

a member of said one class of messages; said classifying comprising: 

comparing the output confidence level for the incoming message to a predefined 

probabilistic threshold value so as to yield a comparison result; and 

distinguishing said incoming message, in a predefined manner associated with the first 

class, from messages (232) associated with the second class if the comparison result 

indicates that the output confidence level equals or exceeds the threshold level 

wherein: 

the applying step comprises the step of yielding the output confidence level for said 

incoming message (205) through a support vector machine; and 

the comparing step comprises the step of thresholding the output confidence level through 

a predefined sigmoid function to produce the comparison result for the incoming message 

(205); 

wherein the characteristics of the sigmoid function may be adjusted using constants A and B as 

given by the equation. 

“mathematical methods as such are not technical and the application of a mathematical 

method as such in a non-technical analysis of message content does not change that” 

“the Board does not consider that reducing the complexity of an algorithm is 

necessarily a technical effect, or evidence of underlying technical considerations” 

T 1802/13 (Brain stimulation/CLEVELAND) 2016-11-10 

A computerized system (400) comprising: 

an imaging data storage circuit (404) adapted to store imaging data corresponding to an 

image of an anatomic volume of a first patient (401); 

a processor circuit (412), coupled to the imaging data storage circuit (404), the processor 

circuit (412) configured to: 

generate a model of brain tissue that represents a non-uniform spatial distribution of 

tissue conductivity including inhomogeneous and anisotropic tissue conductivity, 

wherein the model includes a representation of an implanted electrode leadwire, 

wherein the spatial distribution of tissue conductivity is determined from diffusion 

tensor imaging data derived from magnetic resonance imaging of a human brain of 

at least one other patient than the first patient; and 

for each of at least one set of stimulation parameters and prior to use of an electrode 

leadwire (428) in accordance with the respective set of stimulation parameters, 

calculate a predicted volume of activation (420) by calculating a second difference of 

the electric potential distribution produced by the electrode leadwire using the model 

of brain tissue which represents the non-uniform spatial distribution of tissue 

conductivity; 
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the processor being further configured to register the image of the anatomic volume of the 

first patient to a pre-labeled canonical atlas of the brain to create a patient-specific atlas of 

the brain tissue; and 

the system further comprises a computer display (424), coupled to the processor circuit 

(412), wherein the processor circuit (412) is adapted to display on the computer display a 

map in which the electrode leadwire (428) and the predicted volume of activation (420) are 

superimposed on the patient-specific atlas of the brain tissue. 

“[the displayed of a map] in which the electrode leadwire and the predicted volume of 

activation are superimposed on the patient-specific atlas of the brain tissue… relates to 

presentations of information as such, i.e. to a non-technical feature, which has to be 

disregarded in the assessment of inventive step” 

T 1286/09, 2015-06-11 

+ 1. a computer implemented method for improving image classification of a digital image and 

comprises the following steps (itemized by the Board): 

(a) providing an exemplar colour image; 

(b) systematically altering the exemplar colour image to generate an expanded set of 

images, 

- wherein systematically altering the exemplar colour image comprises: 

i) spatially altering the exemplar colour image to generate an expanded set of spatially 

altered images, 

wherein spatially altering the exemplar colour image comprises: 

- horizontally mirroring the exemplar colour image, thereby doubling the number of 

images in the expanded set of images, or 

- systematically cropping the edges of the exemplar colour image from one or more 

sides of the exemplar colour image, thereby increasing the number of images in the 

expanded set of images; and/or 

ii) temporally altering the exemplar colour image to generate an expanded set of 

temporally altered images, 

whereby the images in the expanded set simulate the appearance of capturing an image 

earlier or later in time, 

wherein temporally altering the exemplar colour image comprises: 

- systematically shifting the colour distribution of the exemplar colour image, thereby 

increasing the number of images in the expanded set of images, or 

- systematically shifting the illuminant quality of the exemplar colour image, thereby 

increasing the number of images in the expanded set of images; and 
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(c) using a semantic classifier and the expanded set of images to determine an image 

classification for the exemplar colour image; 

(d) wherein the expanded set of images are used to train the classifier in step (c), thereby 

providing an improved classifier. 

Appealed regarding inventive step, not technical character. 

T 0306/10, 2015-02-04 

1. A computer-implemented method of making recommendations based on a query, the method 

comprising the steps of: 

receiving item selections detected from observed behavior of each of a plurality of users; 

generating a log (114) for each user, each user log containing identifiers for the item 

selections detected from observed behavior of the respective user; 

receiving a query (1402) including at least one query item identifier; 

scoring each user log (114), the scoring being responsive to a degree of occurrence of the 

or each query item identifier in the respective user log so as to generate a score for each 

user log that represents the relevance of the user log to the received query; and 

identifying (1404) a subset of user logs based on the scores generated for each user log; 

characterised in that the method comprises: 

determining an item identified in the subset of user logs to be over-represented in the 

subset of user logs relative to the entire set of user logs if it occurs more frequently in 

the subset of user logs than expected based on the occurrence of the item in the 

entire set of user logs; and 

outputting the item determined to be over-represented in the subset of user logs as a 

recommendation. 

“a computer-implemented method of discovering relationships between items on the 

basis of item selections using an abstract mathematical algorithm” 

“the purpose of improving search results is not expressed in claim 1” 

“a statistical aim does not constitute a technical purpose” 

“While the claim does use wording such as "generating", "receiving" and "user log", 

these terms, although reinforcing the point that the algorithm is computer-implemented, 

do not imply any specific implementation details.” 

“a computer programmer, would have no difficulty in implementing the steps of claim 1” 

T 1358/09, 2014-11-21 

1. A method for the computerized classification of an unclassified text document into one of a 

plurality of predefined classes based on a classification model obtained from the classification of 
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a plurality of preclassified text documents which respectively have been classified as belonging 

to one of said plurality of classes, said document and said documents respectively comprising a 

plurality of terms which respectively comprise one or more symbols of a finite set of symbols; 

a) wherein said method involves the computerized building of said classification model, 

comprising the following method steps: 

a1) representing each of said plurality of text documents, which are digitally 

represented in a computer, by a vector of n dimensions, said n dimensions forming a 

vector space, whereas the value of each dimension of said vector corresponds to the 

frequency of occurrence of a certain term in the document corresponding to said 

vector, so that said n dimensions span up a vector space; 

a2) representing the classification of said already classified documents into classes 

by separating said vector space into a plurality of subspaces by calculating one or 

more hyperplanes, such that each subspace comprises one or more documents as 

represented by their corresponding vectors in said vector space, so that said each 

subspace corresponds to a respective class; 

a3) calculating a maximum margin surrounding said hyperplanes in said vector 

space such that said margin contains none of the vectors contained in the subspaces 

corresponding to said classification classes; 

b) wherein said method further involves, on basis of said classification model, the 

computerized classification of said unclassified text document as belonging to one of said 

plurality of classes, comprising the following method steps: 

b1) representing said text document, which is digitally represented in a computer, by 

a vector of n dimensions, said n dimensions spanning up said vector space, whereas 

the value of each dimension of said vector corresponds to the frequency of 

occurrence of a certain term in the document corresponding to said vector; 

b2) classifying said document into one of said plurality of classes by determining into 

which of said plurality of subspaces of said vector space said vector falls and 

identifying said document as belonging to a certain class which corresponds to the 

subspace into which said vector falls; 

b3) calculating a confidence level for the classification of said document as belonging 

to said certain class based on the distances between the vector representing said 

document and all hyperplanes surrounding said subspace which corresponds to said 

certain class normalized by the corresponding margins such that a document which 

lies outside said margins is assigned a confidence level of '1' and a document which 

falls into said margins is assigned a value between '0' and '1'. 

“Classification of text documents… does not qualify as a technical purpose.” 

“a comparison with what a human being would do or with what is known from the prior 

art is not a suitable basis for distinguishing between technical and non-technical steps” 



“If an algorithm is particularly suitable for being performed on a computer in that its 

design was motivated by technical considerations of the internal functioning of the 

computer, it may arguably be considered to provide a technical contribution to the 

invention… However, such technical considerations must go beyond merely finding a 

computer algorithm to carry out some procedure” 

“the skilled person, using only his common general knowledge, would have had no 

difficulty in implementing on a computer the various steps of claim 1” 

T 0835/10,  2014-09-03 

1. A method of reorganizing an array layout in a behavioral synthesis tool used to design an 

integrated circuit, comprising: 

storing the source code description in an intermediate data structure within the behavioral 

synthesis tool, the intermediate data structure including one or more memory allocation 

constraints associated with each of the arrays, one of the memory allocation constraints 

indicating the word width for a respective one of the arrays, the one or more memory 

allocation constraints indicating that the respective one of the arrays is to be allocated to 

one or more memories of the integrated circuit according to a first layout format; 

displaying to a user a report of circuit area and speed with the respective one of the arrays 

allocated according to the first layout format; 

allowing a user to select the respective one of the arrays and modify at least one of the 

memory allocation constraints associated with the respective one of the arrays, including 

the one of the memory allocation constraints indicating the word width for the respective 

one of the arrays, the user modification being performed through a graphical user interface 

without the user manually editing the source code description or the intermediate data 

structure; and 

responsive to the user modifications, transforming the array layout of the respective array 

from the first layout format to a second layout format, 

wherein the acts of displaying, allowing, and transforming are performed while the source 

code description is stored within the behavioral synthesis tool and prior to the source code 

description being synthesized into a register-transfer level description of the integrated 

circuit. 

“The technical problem... is "the need to provide a method for reorganising an array 

layout to achieve more efficient memory designs more quickly using customisable 

design options"” 

“The feature of the claim which allows the user to manually influence the design is the 

provision of a GUI and not the "allowing a user to modify... constraints". The latter 

cannot be considered as a technical feature in the proper sense. It is more an aim that 

is achieved by the GUI and by storing the entered values.” 
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“a more efficient design is not a result of the computer-implemented method itself, but 

(if achieved) of the design decisions taken by a human designer which are merely 

entered via a GUI and then cognitively evaluated by the designer with the help of a 

report.” 

“one can only say that the method aids the designer to manually find a good memory 

design... but such a good memory design cannot be seen as a technical effect of the 

method itself” 

“As to the feature "without manually editing...", the board considers this to be an aim or 

an result to be achieved rather than a technical feature.” 

T 2035/11, 2014-07-25 

10. A method for determining a route implemented in a navigation system, the method including 

the steps of: 

a) providing a database of road segments to be travelled by a user, said database 

including a cost associated with each said road segment, and wherein an estimated time 

of travel, an estimated length of travel and a congestion level are associated as costs with 

each said road segment; 

b) selecting a beginning point relative to the database of roads; 

c) selecting a destination relative to said database of roads; 

d) receiving congestion information regarding congested road segments by a data 

receiving device and automatically updating congestion levels associated with appropriate 

road segments, 

e) the user adjusting the congestion level associated with a selected road segment in said 

database of roads; and 

f) the navigation system determining a route from said database of roads from said 

beginning point to said destination based upon said adjusted congestion level, and 

multiplying the cost of each road segment by the congestion level for that road segment, 

wherein the navigation system evaluates the cost of the road segments to be traveled in 

several potential routes and recommends the potential route having the lowest total cost. 

“the purpose of the algorithm is the mere display of an optimal path to the user for 

cognitive processing” 

“the data is produced by means of an algorithm and is not applied directly in a technical 

process” 

“the mere fact that the input to an algorithm has a particular meaning in the real-world 

is insufficient for the algorithm to make a technical contribution” 
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“If an invention resides in the application in a technical process of data produced by an 

algorithm…, the application of the produced data in the technical process should be 

properly reflected in the claim” 

“that the invention gives the user more options… has no bearing on whether the 

algorithm underlying the claimed subject-matter serves a technical purpose” 

T 1214/09, 2014-07-18 

- 1. An information managing device, comprising: 

image storage means (51) for storing a plurality of image files; 

input means (4) for entering a command to display the plurality of image files; 

thumbnail storage means (52) for storing thumbnail files each corresponding to one of the 

plurality of image files stored in the image storage means (51); 

thumbnail display means (14) for displaying images of the thumbnail files stored in the 

thumbnail storage means (52) on a display screen (11) according to a command entered 

through the input means (4); 

image file display means (14) for reading, from the image storage means (51), the image 

file corresponding to the thumbnail file selected through the input means (4) from the 

thumbnail files displayed on the display screen (11), and displaying that image file on the 

display screen (11), characterized in that 

the information managing device further comprises a thumbnail file determination means 

for determining a thumbnail file to be displayed on the display screen (11) according to the 

command entered through the input means (4) from a user and table creating means (14) 

for creating, according to the number of thumbnail files to be displayed on the display 

screen (11), co-ordinate tables indicating co-ordinates of displayed locations on the 

display screen (11) of the thumbnail files, and 

the table creating means (14) is adapted to create said display screen co-ordinates tables 

so that the images of the thumbnail files are configured so as to partially overlap each 

other in a three-dimensional manner. 

“improved search and retrieval [that] improves the cognitive evaluation of the displayed 

thumbnail file images by the user... similar to that considered in T 1143/06, reasons 

3.8... was not considered to be a technical effect” 

“arrangement of thumbnail file images... is not based on considerations other than 

those proper to the field of designing presentations of information for human viewing 

and is hence not an expression of any technical principle.” 

T 0042/10, 2013-02-28 
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- 1. A computer-implemented method of determining an indication of the relative skill (205) of at 

least a first player and a second player of a game based on the outcome of one or more such 

games involving those players said method comprising the steps of: 

(i) arranging a processor (204) to, for each player, set statistics (200) describing a 

probability distribution associated with skill of that player to default values; 

(ii) at the processor (204) receiving information about the outcome (201) of one of the 

games comprising a partial ranking of players said partial ranking comprising order 

information for at least one player as compared to a plurality of other players and no order 

information among the plurality of said other players; 

(iii) arranging the processor (204) to form and store a factor graph comprising variable 

nodes and factor nodes, the factor nodes having associated calculation rules, said graph 

being formed using the received information about the outcome, and arranging the 

processor (204) to instantiate at least some of the variable nodes with the statistics; and 

arranging the processor to form the factor graph such that it comprises a plurality of first 

groups of nodes, each first group being associated with a particular player and comprising 

nodes linked in series and wherein said first groups of nodes are linked with edges such 

that the order of the linking reflects the outcome of the game; and wherein a link is created 

between a node associated with said at least one player and a node associated with each 

of the said other players; 

(iv) arranging the processor (204) to update the statistics associated with each player by 

applying message passing to the factor graph using the calculation rules; 

(v) arranging the processor to repeat the process of updating the statistics as further game 

outcomes are received. 

“the Board has strong doubts that amusement, even if achieved by technical... means, 

really is a technical problem” 

“not all recasting of mathematical methods in order to increase speed [of computation] 

are technical” 

“The Board's approach to assessing questions of what is and what is not technical 

about a computer-implemented method... asks [1]: what does the method as a whole 

do, and does it produce an overall technical result? [2]: if there is no overall technical 

result, does the method at least have a technical effect within the computer? If both 

questions are answered in the negative, no technical problem has been solved and 

there can be no inventive step.” 

T 1316/09, 2012-12-18 

- 1. A method of analyzing the content of an incoming electronic message (IEM), the method 

comprising: 
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- classifying (66) the IEM using query-based classification to select (68) at least one 

category that relates to the content of the IEM, wherein classifying the IEM using query-

based classification comprises: 

--evaluating content of the IEM using pre-defined queries associated with each of a 

plurality of pre-defined categories in a categorisation scheme; and 

--selecting a category for which one of the pre-defined queries evaluates as true; 

--wherein the categories in the categorisation scheme relate to each other in a 

hierarchy, and where queries of each parent category of the selected category all 

evaluate as true; 

- performing (70) content analysis of the IEM using an example-based classification 

algorithm to search through a set of stored previous electronic messages, each stored 

previous electronic message being associated with at least one of the selected categories, 

to identify at least one stored previous electronic message that relates to the content of the 

IEM, said example-based classification algorithm comprising: 

-- comparing the IEM with the set of stored previous electronic messages; 

-- determining which stored previous electronic messages in the set of stored 

previous electronic messages are most similar to the IEM -- calculating a text-mining 

score for each of the stored previous electronic messages most similar to the IEM, 

where the text-mining score is a measure of the similarity between the stored 

previous electronic message and the IEM; 

-- calculating a classification result that includes a list of one or more candidate 

classes, wherein each candidate class is an association of messages that share one 

or more features; 

-- calculating a class weight for each candidate class in the classification result, 

wherein the class weights are proportional to text mining scores for distinct candidate 

classes and where the class weights are normalized; and 

-- calculating a class score for each candidate class in the classification result, 

wherein the class scores are not normalized and are calculated as the weighted 

average of the text-mining scores per class; 

the method further comprising, 

- identifying (72) at least one business object (230, 240, 250) that is associated with the 

selected category and with the identified at least one stored previous electronic message, 

wherein the at least one business object (230, 240, 250) is a type of stored information, 

wherein each business object is associated with an object ID, and where each stored 

previous electronic message is linked to an object ID. 

“a method or a combination of methods of text classification per se [is] not considered 

to produce any relevant technical effect and to provide a technical solution to any 

technical problem.” 



T 1784/06, 2012-09-21 

- 1. A method of classifying telecommunications network event description records in a mediator 

system of a telecommunications network by means of a computer program product, comprising 

- receiving records containing several fields, the fields of which records contain values, 

- reading the values contained in at least two specified fields from each received record, 

and 

- classifying the received records using a classification structure containing conditions, 

wherein the conditions have been formed based on conditional statements for the classes, 

said conditional statements having differing accuracies, in which the accuracy tells how 

many different fields of the record are used in the conditional statement of the class, and 

wherein the classification structure contains field-specific classification structures such that 

there is an own field-specific classification structure for each field according to the 

conditions of the classification structure, 

characterized in that for classifying the received records, the method comprises selecting field-

specific classification structures corresponding to the specified fields and for each record: 

- searching from the selected classification structures a set of suitable classes for each of 

the specified fields, wherein the suitable classes correspond to the value read from the 

field, and adding each set of suitable classes into a field-specific table, 

- performing an intersect operation between the field-specific tables and selecting a class 

based on the result thereof by performing the steps of: 

- collecting in a valid-set table the numbers of occurrences of the various classes in the 

field-specific tables, and 

- selecting the class having the greatest number of occurrences and for which the number 

of occurrences is the same as the number of different fields appearing in the conditional 

statement of the class, and 

- classifying the record into the selected class. 

T 1741/08, 2012-08-02 

- 1. A method of entering of data in a data processing system comprising generating a mark-up 

language document (114) by a server computer (100) containing a first and a second linear 

sequences of top-level icons (i) and a data entry field, and using a request-response protocol for 

transmitting the mark-up language document to a client computer (106) and for transmitting of 

data that has been entered into the data entry field from the client computer to the server 

computer, the server computer implementing a server side web application for generating the 

mark-up language document (114), the method further comprising at the client: 

a) displaying the first horizontally aligned linear sequence (402; 702) of top-level icons (i), 

b) displaying the second horizontally aligned linear sequence (420; 902; 1320) of second-

level icons for a selected one of the top-level icons, the position of the leading icon of the 
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second linear sequence being vertically aligned with the selected one of the top-level icons 

of the first linear sequence, 

c) displaying at least one data entry field (422; 922; 1022; 1122; 1322; 1422; 1522) for a 

selected one of the second-level icons for entering the data, wherein the at least one data 

entry field (422; 922; 1022; 1122; 1322; 1422; 1522) is displayed spatially separated from 

the first and second linear sequence while the first and second linear sequence is 

displayed, 

d) entering the data into the at least one data entry field, 

e) going back to step c) for a consecutive one of the second-level icons until all data entry 

steps of the second linear sequence have been completed, 

f) going back to step b) for a consecutive one of the top-level icons. 

“"Lowering the cognitive burden of the user" is not of itself a technical effect” 

“the layout produces a psychological effect on the user; the user produces a technical 

effect on the computer. This is not the same as saying that the layout produces a 

technical effect on the computer.” 

T 0478/06, 2009-06-30 

- 1. A method of providing access to geographic information in a computer system, the method 

comprising the steps of: 

displaying at least a portion of a record in a display screen of a personal information 

manager program running on a computer of the system, wherein the record includes a 

location identifier and a button accessible by a user command and for requesting map 

information associated with said location identifier without requiring the user to re-enter 

previously stored information; and 

automatically generating, in response to a user command on said button, a request from 

the personal information manager program for retrieval of said map information associated 

with said location identifier, 

displaying, in response to the retrieval of said map information, said map information and 

prompting the user to indicate if directions are required to or from said location identifier. 

wherein at least a further button accessible by a user command and for requesting at least 

a further geographic information associated with said location identifier is displayed 

together with the suitable representation for requesting the map information, wherein said 

at least one further geographic information includes at least one of direction, weather and 

yellow pages. 

T 0928/03, 2009-06-02 

+ 1. A guide display device for use in a video game system of the type in which a couple of 

teams, each having a plurality of player characters (P1, P2, P3) displayed on a monitor screen 
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(13), compete with each other on a single game medium (b), at least one of said teams being 

under the control of a game player through a controller (8) said guide display device comprising: 

monitoring means for identifying the player character (P1) which keeps said game medium 

(b), and 

guide displaying means for displaying a guide mark(G1, G2) which accompanies the player 

character (P1, P2, P3) identified by said monitoring means and which indicates that said 

game medium (b) is kept by said player character (P1) identified by said monitoring means, 

characterized in that 

[a] said guide mark (G1, G2) is ring-shaped and displayed on the image of the field plane 

(f) around the player character (P1, P2, P3) at a location near a [indefinite article reinserted 

by the Board] foot of said player character (P1, P2, P3), 

[b] said guide displaying means further displays a pass guide mark (G3) accompanying 

another player character (P2) which belongs to the same team as said player character 

(P1) keeping said game medium (b) and to which said game medium (b) can most easily 

be passed from said player character (P1) keeping said game medium (b), and 

[c] said guide displaying means displays said pass guide mark (G3) accompanying another 

player character (P2) such that [corrected from "said"] a portion of the pass guide mark 

(G3) is displayed on the end of the display area even when said another player character 

(P2) and said pass guide mark (G3) come out of the display area of the monitor screen so 

as to properly indicate the direction in which the game medium (b) is to be passed by the 

player character (P1). 

+ 6. A guide displaying method for use in a video game system of the type in which a couple of 

teams, each having a plurality of player characters (P1, P2, P3) displayed on a monitor screen 

(13), compete with each other on a single game medium (b), at least one of said teams being 

under the control of a game player through a controller (8), said guide displaying method 

comprising: 

identifying the player character (P1), which keeps that game medium (b); and 

displaying a guide mark (G1, G2), which accompanies the identified player character (P1) 

and which indicates that said game medium (b) is kept by said identified player character, 

characterized in that 

[a] said guide mark (G1, G2) is ring-shaped and displayed on the image of the field plane 

(f) around the player character (P1, P2, P3) at a location near a [indefinite article reinserted 

by the Board] foot of said player character (P1, P2, P3), 

[b] wherein the displaying step further displays a pass guide mark (G3) accompanying 

another player character (P2), which belongs to the same team as said player character 

(P1) keeping said game medium (b) and to which said game medium (b) can most easily 

be passed from said player character (P1) keeping said game medium (b), and 

[c] wherein said guide displaying means displays said pass guide mark (G3) accompanying 

another player character (P2) such that [corrected from "said"] a portion of the pass guide 



mark (G3) is displayed on the end of the display area even when said another player 

character (P2) and said pass guide mark (G3) come out of the display area of the monitor 

screen so as to properly indicate the direction in which the game medium (b) is to be 

passed by the player character (P1). 

T 1143/06, 2009-04-01 

- 1. A method of sorting information stored in a data storage system, said information being 

stored as a plurality of data files, each data file being a group of data that can be linked together 

by a common parameter, said method comprising the steps of: 

defining at least one sort statement (16); 

determining the value of a relevance parameter for each data file in the stored information 

in respect of the or each sort statement (20); 

defining at least one sort statement site on a display means, wherein a sort statement site 

represents a respective sort statement (24); 

representing the data files as elements on the display means; 

effecting movement of at least one element from an initial position on the display means 

towards one or more sort statement sites (26), the speed and trajectory of movement of 

respective elements being determined in accordance with the relevance parameter value 

for their associated data files in respect of each statement so that differences in the data 

files cause the elements to move relative to one another, thereby to provide a visual 

indication of the data files being sorted wherein the elements move in steps into respective 

new positions and wherein a new movement vector for each element is calculated at each 

step from its respective new position; and 

using selection means thereby to enable user selection of at least one data file according 

to the position on the display means of its respective element. 

T 1569/05, 2008-06-26 

- 1. A computer-implemented semantic data processing method performed by a computer to 

search a database for data, said method comprising: 

a first inputting step (S1801) of inputting a keyword; 

a space generation word transforming step (S401, S402) of transforming a predetermined 

space generation word group into a space generation vector group by transforming each 

space generation word of the space generation word group into a space generation vector 

which has elements corresponding to a predetermined characteristic word group to 

represent a meaning of the space generation word; 

a semantic space generation step (S203, S402,-S407 /sic/) of generating a semantic 

space on the basis of the space generation vector group obtained in said space 

generation word transforming step; 

a second inputting step (S1301) of inputting a context word group; 
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a first transforming step (S1802-S1804) of transforming the keyword into a keyword vector 

in the semantic space, the keyboard vector corresponding to a combination of words 

which are used to describe a meaning of said keyword in a dictionary where meanings of 

words are described by predetermined basic words; 

a second transforming step (S1302) of transforming each context word in the context word 

group into a vector in a context word vector group in the semantic space, the vector 

corresponding to a combination of words which are used to describe a meaning of said 

context word in said dictionary; 

a third inputting step (S1601) of inputting a comparison-subjected vector group in the 

semantic space, each vector in the comparison-subjected vector group corresponds to 

respective data in the database (205, 305); 

a semantic center calculating step (S1306) of calculating a semantic center of the context 

word vector group by performing a logical operation on all vectors of the context word 

vector group and dividing the results of the logical operation by a norm thereof; 

a projector generating step (S1307, S1308) of generating a projector for projecting a 

vector in the semantic space into a substance /sic, should be subspace/ of the semantic 

space corresponding to the context word group, on the basis of the semantic center; 

a projecting step (Sl603, S1804) of projecting the keyword vector and the comparison-

subjected vector group in the substance /sic, should be subspace/ by utilizing the 

projector; 

a calculating step (S1805) of calculating a correlation amount between each word of a 

comparison-subjected word group and the keyword; and 

a selecting step (S2309, S2809) of selecting at least one vector from the comparison-

subjected vector group on the basis of the correlation amount; and 

a retrieving step (S2310, S2810) of retrieving data from the database (205, 305) based on 

the selected vector and outputting the retrieved data as a search result, 

characterized in that, 

in said second inputting step, the comparison-subjected vector group is input by 

transforming each comparison-subjected word in a comparison-subjected word group into 

a vector in the comparison-subjected vector group in the semantic space, the vector 

corresponding to a combination of words which are used to describe a meaning of said 

comparison-subjected word in said dictionary; 

in said semantic space generation step, a principal- axis index set is generated (S407) by 

calculating a sum vector of the space generation words /sic/ vector group and selecting an 

axis of the sum vector as the principal-axis index set if an absolute value of corresponding 

element satisfies a condition for a ratio to an absolute value of a succeeding element in 

descending order of the absolute values; 

in said projector generating step, the projector is generated (S1307, Sl308) so as to 

project the vector in the subspace consisting of axes that correspond to elements of the 



semantic center, the absolute values of which are larger than a predetermined value, and 

that do not belong to the principal-axis index set, and 

in said retrieving step, data associated with a word corresponding to the selected vector in 

the database are retrieved. 

- 13. A computer-implemented semantic data processing method performed by a computer to 

search a database for data, said method comprising: 

a first inputting step (S1801) of inputting a keyword; 

a space generation word transforming step (S401, S402) of transforming a predetermined 

space generation word group into a space generation vector group by transforming each 

space generation word of the space generation word group into a space generation vector 

which has elements corresponding to a predetermined characteristic word group to 

represent a meaning of the space generation word; 

a semantic space generation step (S203, S402,-S407 /sic/) of generating a semantic 

space on the basis of the space generation vector group obtained in said space 

generation word transforming step; 

a second inputting step (S1301) of inputting a context word group; 

a first transforming step (S1802-S1804) of transforming the keyword into a keyword vector 

in the semantic space, the keyboard vector corresponding to a combination of words 

which are used to describe a meaning of said keyword in a dictionary where meanings of 

words are described by predetermined basic words; 

a second transforming step (S1302) of transforming each context word in the context word 

group into a vector in a context word vector group in the semantic space, the vector 

corresponding to a combination of words which are used to describe a meaning of said 

context word in said dictionary; 

a third inputting step (S1601) of inputting a comparison-subjected vector group in the 

semantic space, each vector in the comparison-subjected vector group corresponds to 

respective data in the database (205, 305); 

a semantic center calculating step (S1306) of calculating a semantic center of the context 

word vector group by performing a logical operation on all vectors of the context word 

vector group and dividing the results of the logical operation by a norm thereof; 

a projector generating step (S1307, S1308) of generating a projector for projecting a 

vector in the semantic space into a substance /sic, should be subspace/ of the semantic 

space corresponding to the context word group, on the basis of the semantic center; 

a projecting step (Sl603, S1804) of projecting the keyword vector and the comparison-

subjected vector group in the substance /sic, should be subspace/ by utilizing the 

projector; 

a calculating step (S1805) of calculating a correlation amount between each word of a 

comparison-subjected word group and the keyword; and 



a selecting step (S2309, S2809) of selecting at least one vector from the comparison-

subjected vector group on the basis of the correlation amount; and 

a retrieving step (S2310, S2810) of retrieving data from the database (205, 305) based on 

the selected vector and outputting the retrieved data as a search result, 

characterized in that, 

in said second inputting step, the comparison-subjected vector group is input by 

transforming each comparison-subjected word in a comparison-subjected word group into 

a vector in the comparison-subjected vector group in the semantic space, the vector 

corresponding to a combination of words which are used to describe a meaning of said 

comparison-subjected word in said dictionary; 

in said semantic space generation step, a principal- axis index set is generated (S407) by 

calculating a sum vector of the space generation words /sic/ vector group and selecting an 

axis of the sum vector as the principal-axis index set if an absolute value of corresponding 

element satisfies a condition for a ratio to an absolute value of a succeeding element in 

descending order of the absolute values; 

in said projector generating step, the projector is generated (S1307, Sl308) so as to 

project the vector in the subspace consisting of axes that correspond to elements of the 

semantic center, the absolute values of which are larger than a predetermined value, and 

that do not belong to the principal-axis index set, and 

in said retrieving step, data associated with a word corresponding to the selected vector in 

the database are retrieved. 

T 1351/04, 2007-04-18 

+ 1. A computer-executable index file creation method for creating an index file (5) for searching 

a file to be searched (3), said file to be searched (3) including records having fields allocated to 

each of a plurality of hierarchical levels and being constructed so that records having the same 

key character string in a field at the same hierarchical level are arranged in series and wherein 

for each record, the first field is the top hierarchical level, and subsequent fields form lower 

hierarchical levels, said index file (5) containing management information for each of the nodes 

in a tree structure obtained by classifying the records in said file to be searched (3) by using 

said plurality of hierarchical levels, the management information including a title of a key 

character string contained in each node, said method comprising computer-executed steps of: 

obtaining (S21) the number of hierarchical levels; and 

executing (S23-S26), for each node of all of the recognised number of hierarchical levels, a 

node management information creation process to create node management information 

which is provided for each node; 

said node management information creation process including obtaining a position of a top 

record among records containing a key character string included in the hierarchical level of 

each node on said file to be searched (3), detecting the number of records having the same 

key character string as in the top record by reading records following the top record, and 
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writing information about the top record position and information about the number of the 

records in the node management information as start position information and number 

information together with a pointer indicating a position in the index file of the node 

management information of a lower hierarchical level. 

+ 2. A computer-executable file search method for searching a file to be searched (3), said file 

to be searched (3) including records having fields allocated to each of a plurality of hierarchical 

levels and being constructed so that records having the same key character string in a field at 

the same hierarchical level are arranged in series and wherein for each record, the first field is 

the top hierarchical level, and subsequent fields form lower hierarchical levels, the method 

comprising computer-executed steps of: creating (S3) an index file (5) using the method of claim 

1; 

accepting (S5, S6; Sl0, S1l)) [sic] an instruction to search for data relating to a specified key 

character string over said file to be searched (3), the instruction including selection of either 

a data extraction output or a drill-down business form output; 

retrieving (S7; S12, S13) from said index file (5) management information about one or 

more records related to the specified key character string on said file to be searched; 

extracting (S8; S14) data of the one or more records from said file to be searched (3); and 

outputting (S9) the extracted data; 

wherein the retrieving and extracting steps comprise 

when the data extraction output is selected, retrieving (S7) start position information and 

number information as management information about records related to the specified key 

character string and extracting (S8) data of a number of records specified by the number 

information from a position specified by the start position information; and 

when the drill-down business form output is selected, retrieving (S12, Sl3), based on the 

pointer, a start 

position of a record of the node management information of the lower hierarchical level, 

and extracting (S14) data of the record based on the retrieved start position of the record. 

T 1227/05, 2006-12-13 

+ 1. Computer-implemented method for the numerical simulation of a circuit with a step size 

delta which is subject to 1/f noise, wherein: 

- the circuit is described by a model (1) featuring input channels (2), noise input channels 

(4) and output channels (3); 

- the performance of the input channels (2) and the output channels (3) is described by a 

system of differential equations or algebroid differential equations; 

- an output vector (OUTPUT) is calculated for an input vector (INPUT) present on the input 

channels (2) and for a noise vector (NOISE) y of 1/f-distributed random numbers present 

on the noise input channels (4); and 
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- the noise vector y is generated by the following steps: 

- determining a desired spectral value beta of the 1/f noise, 

- determining a value n for the number of random numbers to be generated for a 1/f noise, 

- determining an intensity constant const, 

- forming a covariance matrix C of dimension (n x n), each element e(i,j) of covariance 

matrix C being determined by the following equation: 

e(i,j)= const·|delta|beta+1(|i-j+1|beta+1-2|i-j|beta+1+|i-j-1|beta+1) 

where i,j = 1, ..., n 

- forming the Cholesky decomposition L of covariance matrix C, 

the following steps being performed for each sequence of random numbers to be 

generated for a 1/f noise: 

- forming a vector x of length n from random numbers having a Gaussian (0,1) distribution, 

- generating the vector y of length n of the desired 1/f-distributed random numbers by 

multiplying the Cholesky decomposition L by the vector x. 

+ 2. Computer-implemented method for the numerical simulation of a circuit subject to 1/f noise 

at observation instants t0 to tn, wherein: 

- the circuit is described by a model (1) featuring input channels (2), noise input channels 

(4) and output channels (3); 

- the performance of the input channels (2) and the output channels (3) is described by a 

system of differential equations or algebroid differential equations; 

- an output vector (OUTPUT) is calculated for an input vector (INPUT) present on the input 

channels (2) and for a noise vector (NOISE) y of 1/f-distributed random numbers present 

on the noise input channels (4); and 

- the noise vector y is generated by the following steps: 

- determining a value n for the number of random numbers to be generated for a 1/f noise, 

- determining an intensity constant const, 

- determining a desired spectral value beta of the 1/f noise, 

- forming a covariance matrix C of dimension (n x n), each element e(i,j) of covariance 

matrix C being determined by the following equation: 

e(i,j)= const·(-|tj-ti|beta+1+|tj-1-ti|beta+1+|tj -ti-1|beta+1-|tj-1 -ti-1|beta+1) 

where i,j = 1, ..., n 

- forming the Cholesky decomposition L of covariance matrix C, 

the following steps being performed for each sequence of random numbers to be 

generated for a 1/f noise: 



- forming a vector x of length n from random numbers having a Gaussian (0,1) distribution, 

- generating the vector y of length n of the desired 1/f-distributed random numbers by 

multiplying the Cholesky decomposition L by the vector x. 

"the application of numerical simulation is becoming a cost-effective alternative to 

expensive, experimental investigations consuming significant time and personnel 

resources. In many industrial branches numerical simulation has already evolved to a 

key technology” 

“specific technical applications of computer-implemented simulation methods are 

themselves to be regarded as modern technical methods which form an essential part 

of the fabrication process and precede actual production” 

T 0424/03, 2006-2-23 

1. A method in a computer system (10) having a clipboard for performing data transfer of data in 

a clipboard format, said method comprising the steps of: 

providing several clipboard formats including a text clipboard format, a file contents 

clipboard format and a file group descriptor clipboard format, 

selecting data that is not a file for a data transfer operation, 

using the file contents clipboard format to hold said data by converting said selected data 

into converted data of said file contents clipboard format and storing the converted data as 

a data object, 

using the file group descriptor clipboard format to hold a file descriptor holding descriptive 

information about the data that is to be encapsulated into a file during the data transfer 

operation, 

completing the data transfer by providing a handle to said data object, 

using said handle to paste said data of said data object to a data sink, 

using said descriptive information to enable the computer system to create a file at the data 

sink and 

encapsulating the data object into said file. 

5. A computer-readable medium having computer-executable instructions adapted to cause the 

computer system to perform the method of one of claims 1 to 4. 

“The claimed steps thus provide a general purpose computer with a further 

functionality” 

“the computer-executable instructions have the potential of achieving the… technical 

effect of enhancing the internal operation of the computer” 
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“The computer program recorded on the medium is therefore not considered to be a 

computer program as such, and thus also contributes to the technical character of the 

claimed subject-matter.” 

T 0643/00,  2003-10-16 

+ 1. An image processing apparatus for searching an image for output comprising: 

input means (2) for inputting image data; storage means (6) for storing hierarchically 

encoded image data derived from the input image data in an order of registration; 

first decoding means (7) for decoding image data stored in said storage means; 

video frame memory (9) for storing image data decoded by said first decoding means, 

whereby images based on said image data stored in said video frame memory can be 

displayed on a display means (10); and 

control means (13) for controlling the operation of the apparatus; 

wherein said input means are adapted to receive non- hierarchically coded image data; and 

wherein the apparatus further comprises second decoding means (3) for decoding the non-

hierarchically coded input image data to generate first image data of a first resolution, 

hierarchically encoding means (5) adapted hierarchically to encode said first image data 

with different resolutions and store the hierarchically encoded image data in said storage 

means; 

said control means being adapted to cause said first decoding means (7) to decode in the 

order of registration the hierarchically encoded data of a predetermined plural number of 

images stored in said storage means to generate second image data of a second resolution 

which is lower than the first resolution, to cause said video frame memory (9) to store the 

second image data (S23-1) in divided areas thereof for display by said display means, and 

wherein the apparatus further comprises means (11) for selecting one image from said 

displayed second image data, and wherein said control means is adapted to clear (S61-1) 

said video frame memory based on the detection of an instruction (S28-1) for displaying the 

selected image of the predetermined number of simultaneously displayed images in a third 

resolution higher than the second resolution, to perform decoding of the hierarchically 

coded data corresponding to the selected image by the first decoding means (7), and to 

generate an image of the selected image at the third resolution (S63-1), store the 

generated image of the third resolution in the video frame memory (9), and cause the 

display of said third image of the third resolution on said display means (10), and 

wherein said control means is adapted to perform selectively the following processes: 

(i) in the case where an instruction for displaying the selected and displayed third image 

of the third resolution in a fourth resolution higher than the third resolution is detected 

(S65-1), said control means is adapted to clear said video frame memory on the basis of 

the detected instruction, to perform decoding of the hierarchy coded data corresponding 

to the selected image by the first decoding means (7), and to generate an image of the 

selected image at the fourth resolution, to store the generated fourth resolution image in 
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the video frame memory (9), and to generate display of said selected fourth resolution 

image on the predetermined display means (10); 

(ii) in the case where an instruction for again displaying said second image is detected 

(S67-1), said control means is adapted to clear said video frame memory on the basis of 

the detected instruction, to perform decoding of the hierarchically coded data 

corresponding to the predetermined number of images again by the first decoding 

means (7), and to generate said second image (S23-1), store the generated second 

image data in the video frame memory (9), and to generate a display of the second 

image data of the second resolution stored in said video frame memory (9) on the 

predetermined display means (10); and 

(iii) in the case where an instruction is received for outputting a selected image, said 

control means is adapted to perform decoding of the hierarchically encoded data 

corresponding to the selected image to generate image data of the first resolution and to 

write the decoded image of the first resolution into a working memory (8). 

+ 6. A method of searching for an image, the method comprising: 

inputting image data into an image processing apparatus; 

storing in storage means hierarchically encoded image data derived from the input image 

data in an order of registration; 

decoding encoded image data stored in said storage means; and 

storing the decoded image data in a video frame memory so that the decoded image data 

can be displayed on display means, and wherein the input data is non- hierarchically 

encoded image data and the method further includes decoding the non-hierarchically 

encoded input image data to generate first image data of a first resolution; 

hierarchically encoding said first image data with differing resolutions and storing the 

hierarchically encoded image data in said storage means; 

decoding in the order of registration the hierarchically encoded data of a predetermined 

plural number of images stored in said storage means to generate second image data of a 

second resolution which is lower than the first resolution; 

storing said second image data in divided areas of said video frame memory; 

displaying said second image data; 

selecting an image from said displayed second image data; 

clearing said video frame memory in response to a command to display the selected image 

of the predetermined number of simultaneously displayed images in a third resolution 

higher than the second resolution; 

performing decoding of the hierarchically encoded data corresponding to the selected 

image to generate image data of the third resolution; 

storing the image data at the third resolution in said video frame memory, and 



displaying the third resolution image data, and wherein when an instruction is received for 

displaying the selected and displayed image of the third resolution in a fourth resolution 

higher than the third resolution, clearing said video frame memory; 

decoding the hierarchically encoded image data corresponding to the selected image to 

generate image data of the fourth resolution; 

storing the fourth resolution image data in said video frame memory, and displaying the 

fourth resolution image data, and wherein when an instruction is received for redisplaying 

said second image data, clearing said video frame memory, decoding the hierarchically 

encoded image data corresponding to the predetermined plural number of images to 

generate again said second image data; 

storing the regenerated second image data in said video frame memory and redisplaying 

said second image data, and wherein when an instruction is received for outputting a 

selected image; 

decoding the hierarchically encoded data corresponding to the selected image to generate 

image data of the first resolution corresponding to the selected image and writing the 

decoded image of the first resolution into a working memory for output. 

T 0641/00, 2002-09-26 

- 1. Method in a digital mobile telephone system of the GSM type, in which subscriber units 

(MS) are controlled by a subscriber identity module (SIM), characterised in that the subscriber 

identity module (SIM) is allocated at least two identities (IMSI 1 , IMSI 2), information thereon 

being stored in a home database of the system, said at least two identities being selectively 

usable, wherein only one identity (IMSI 1 or IMSI 2) can be activated at a time, the user when 

using a subscriber unit (MS) selectively activating the desired identity in said home database 

from the subscriber unit, wherein the selective activation is used for distributing the costs for 

service and private calls or among different users. 

- 1. Method in a digital mobile telephone system of the GSM type, in which subscriber units 

(MS) are controlled by a subscriber identity module (SIM), characterised in that the subscriber 

identity module (SIM) is allocated at least two identities (IMSI 1 , IMSI 2), information thereon 

being stored in a home database of the system, said at least two identities being selectively 

usable, the user, when using a subscriber unit (MS) selectively activating the desired identity in 

said home database from the subscriber unit, wherein, when one identity (IMSI 1 or IMSI 2) is  

selectively activated, involving a change of identity, the previous identity is deactivated, 

controlled by the subscriber's home database (HLR), an incoming call being set up against the 

activated identity controlled by the information in the home database, the selective activation 

being used by the home database for distributing the costs for service and private calls or 

among different users. 

“An invention consisting of a mixture of technical and non-technical features and 

having technical character as a whole is to be assessed with respect to the 

requirement of inventive step by taking account of all those features which contribute to 
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said technical character whereas features making no such contribution cannot support 

the presence of inventive step.” 

“Although the technical problem to be solved should not be formulated to contain 

pointers to the solution or partially anticipate it, merely because some feature appears 

in the claim does not automatically exclude it from appearing in the formulation of the 

problem. In particular where the claim refers to an aim to be achieved in a non-

technical field, this aim may legitimately appear in the formulation of the problem as 

part of the framework of the technical problem that is to be solved, in particular as a 

constraint that has to be met.” 

T 1177/97, 2002-07-09 

- 1. A method for translation between source and target natural languages using a 

programmable digital computer system, the steps comprising: 

(a) storing in a main memory of the computer system a source text to be translated; 

(b) scanning and comparing such stored source words with dictionaries of source language 

words stored in a memory and for each source text word for which a match is found, storing in a 

file in main memory each word, and in association with each such word, coded information 

derived from such dictionary for use in translation of such word, the coded information including 

memory offset address linkages to a memory in the computer system where grammar and 

target language translations for the word are stored; 

(c) analysing the source text words in its file of words, a complete sentence at a time, and 

converting the same into a sentence in the target language utilizing the coded information and 

including the steps of 

(1) utilizing the memory offset address linkages for obtaining the target language translations of 

words from a memory; and 

(2) reordering the target language translation into the proper target language sequence; 

the steps of analysing additionally comprising the steps of analysing each source word in 

multiple passes through each sentence of the source text, assigning codes thereto, considering 

all the codes which previous passes have attached to a word and assigning target language 

synthesis codes attached to the meaning with which the code functions in the sentence, placing 

the word into a form corresponding to the target language dependent upon the analysis and 

consideration of all relevant codes assigned to the words, 

wherein said dictionaries of source language words comprise entries containing a source 

language stem, the coded information associated to such entry comprising an offset address 

linkage relating to the set of valid endings permitted for said source language stem, and 

said method further includes the steps of: 

- storing a dictionary of high frequency source words and associated offset address linkages, 

the offset address linkages identifying the storage location of grammar and meaning information 

for the source words; 
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- comparing each source language text word with the high frequency dictionary words and, upon 

detecting an equality with a word, storing the word and associated offset address linkages 

together in a high frequency file; and 

- if no equality is detected, storing the word in a low frequency file, and 

for each source text word in the low frequency file, the step of comparing such word with 

dictionaries of source language words comprises the steps of: 

- inspecting said dictionaries to determine whether a particular entry thereof matches said 

source text word, 

- if no match is found, dropping the last letter of said source text word and; 

- repeating the sequence of said steps of inspecting and dropping the last letter until a match is 

found with a source language stem entry of said dictionaries, the number of letters dropped 

being less than a predetermined number representing the maximum ending length for said 

source text word, and upon finding a match 

- inspecting the set of valid endings attached to said source language stem entry until finding a 

match between said source text word and a stem and ending combination, 

wherein: 

in the case where said step of inspecting reveals that a particular stem entry matches a source 

text word having at least one letter dropped, the chopped-off ending of said source text word, 

made of the sequence of dropped letters, is compared to the set of valid endings permitted for 

said stem entry and, upon detecting an equality in this comparison, grammar information is 

stored such as the gender, number, declensional case or conjugational tense corresponding to 

the identified valid ending, and 

second and succeeding idiom words, if any, in a source idiom are stored in at least one 

dictionary in memory, the high frequency dictionary includes the first words of source language 

idioms and associated therewith address linkages to second and subsequent words in the same 

idiom which are located in the same idiom dictionary, the first word and subsequent words, if 

any, of an idiom having an associated target language meaning stored in association therewith; 

and during comparison with the high frequency dictionary comprising the steps of: 

(a) detecting those words that are equal and are first words of idioms ; 

(b) utilizing the offset address linkages to locate the additional word or words in the same idiom 

located in the idiom dictionary ; 

(c) comparing the located further words in the idiom with the words in the source text which 

follow the first idiom word for an equality and ; 

(d) upon detecting such an equality, storing the first idiom word together with the target 

language meaning into the high frequency file, and 

a separate file is stored containing limited semantic numbers for each principal word, the limited 

semantic numbers indicating all participating words, the limited semantic numbers of 

participating words being attaches [sic] to the principal words in the same sequence in which the 

participating words form compound expressions with the principal word, and 



during the steps of analysing and searching the file of words to establish whether a principal 

word is surrounded by supplementary words, if supplemental words are established, the limited 

semantic numbers of the supplementary words are compared against the limited semantic 

numbers stored in the limited semantic dictionary for each principal word, if a match is 

encountered, translating the principal and supplementary words forming a compound into the 

corresponding meaning. 

“The us[ability] of a piece of information in a technical system… may convey a 

technical character to the information itself in that it reflects the properties of the 

technical system” 

“Information and methods related to linguistics may… assume technical character if 

they are used in a computer system and form part of a technical problem solution.” 

“the decision for one or the other matching principle does not seem to solve any 

technical problem and hence does not fall within the responsibility of a technically 

skilled person” 

T 0258/97 (Multi-address call/CANON), 2002-02-08 

A data communication apparatus comprising: 

multi-address call means (1, 3, 4, 31, 32), having a plurality of multi-address call modes 

including at least a first multi-address call mode and a second multi-address call mode, for 

transmitting data to a plurality of designated destinations, 

wherein in the first multi-address call mode, each of the said plurality of designated 

destinations is called in turn for transmitting the data, and if a connection is not made to a 

designated destination the designated destination is called again after all of the plurality of 

designated destinations have been called, 

and in the second multi-address call mode, the plurality of designated destinations are 

divided into a plurality of groups such that a plurality, but not all, of the designated 

destinations belong to the same group and each designated destination is called in a 

group in turn for transmitting the data, and if a connection is not made to a designated 

destination, the designated destination is called again after all the designated destinations 

in its group have been called but before moving on to the next group; 

setting means (14), responsive to an input from a user or from the service personnel, to 

set a predetermined number of destinations per group for dividing the plurality of 

destinations into a number of groups; and control means (1, 31) to divide the plurality of 

designated destinations into one or more groups each having the set predetermined 

number of designated destinations per group, and to execute the first multi-address call 

mode if the number of groups resulting from division is one, and to execute the second 

multi-address call mode if the number of groups resulting from the division is two or more. 

“Changing the dialling and redialling sequence by setting manually the number of 

destinations per group physically changes the operation of the apparatus and thus 
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indisputably causes a physical effect. It is doubtful, however, whether changing the 

sequence has any technical effect, i.e. a physical effect which is purposively used in 

the solution of a technical problem.” 

“Regarding communications efficiency, the Board considers beneficial effects indeed 

as possible, but only if there are some rules given to the user when and under which 

traffic conditions the one or the other recall pattern should be selected. The vague 

criterion of serving a greater or lesser number of designated designations is not 

accepted as a reasonable rule for this purpose. Other rules, however, are not derivable 

from the patent application” 

T 0244/00, 2001-11-15 

- 1. A remote-control apparatus comprising: 

a transmitter (1) comprising: 

a cursor key (5), 

an enter key (6) and a menu key (4) having switch means, and 

a wireless signal generating means (1A) for transmitting a wireless signal which is 

converted into a predetermined code corresponding to the operation of said cursor key (5), 

enter key (6) and menu key (4), a receiver (2) comprising: 

a receiving part (41) for receiving said wireless signal transmitted from said 

transmitter (1) and decoding the received signal, 

a connecting means (31, 37) for connecting at least one electronic apparatus (46-50) 

to said receiver (2) on the basis of the received signal, 

a video signal memory means (36) for storing video image data for displaying icons 

(20) of functional information for operating said electronic apparatus (46-50), 

display means (35) for displaying a video image output from said electronic 

apparatus (46-50) and a video image output from said video signal memory means 

(36), and 

a display control apparatus (38) for controlling the output of a video signal from said 

video signal memory means (36), and for displaying an image of a cursor (20) on a 

display screen of said display means (35) on the basis of a signal transmitted by the 

operation of the cursor key (5), 

wherein, 

said cursor key (5) has at least four switches (5A-5H) operatable in single or pairwise 

action in at least 6 directions, 

said cursor (20) is shiftable in the XY-plane of said display screen (15) on receipt of a 

signal due to a manipulation of said cursor key (5) in compliance with a rule, 

positions to which said cursor is shiftable are limited to predetermined positions depending 

on a present position of said cursor (20), 
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jump of said cursor (20) to one of said predetermined positions is performed on receipt of 

a signal due to a manipulation of a predetermined switch of said cursor key (5), 

and jump of said cursor (20) to remaining predetermined positions is performed on receipt 

of a signal due to a manipulation of an arbitrary other one of predetermined plural switches 

of said cursor key, 

there is a predetermined rule between the switches (5A-5H) and shifting the present 

position of the cursor (20) to a next position, 

said rule being stored in a memory and including the relation between the possible next 

positions of the cursor (20) with respect to the present position thereof prescribed in 

advance on the basis of a subrule of said rule, which subrule concerns the possible 

directions of shift operations of the cursor (20) from its present position, 

said subrule allowing cursor jumps between two predetermined cursor positions which, in 

an imaginary manner, are connectable by a slanting line, that said subrule selects the 

switches operatable for shifting the cursor (20) from the present position, this selection 

incorporating inactive states of switches, that said subrule includes the possibility of jumps 

of the cursor (20) to different positions depending on the present position when operating 

the same switch, and that said subrule includes the possibility of selecting different 

switches being in the inactive state depending on the present position of the cursor (20). 

T 1194/97, 2000-03-15 

+ 1. A picture retrieval system comprising a record carrier and a read device, a coded picture 

composed of consecutive coded picture lines being recorded in a contiguous track of the record 

carrier, which track has been provided with addresses, the read device comprising a read head 

for reading the recorded coded picture lines by scanning the track, means for moving the read 

head to a track portion having a selected address, characterized in that together with the coded 

picture lines line synchronizations and line numbers have been recorded on the record carrier, 

each line number specifying the sequence number of the relevant coded picture line in the 

coded picture, and each line synchronization specifying the beginning of the relevant coded 

picture line, the coded picture lines having a variable code length, addresses for a number 

smaller than the total number of coded picture lines of the coded picture being also recorded on 

the record carrier, which addresses specify where the relevant picture lines have been recorded 

in the track, the device comprising means for selecting a coded picture line within a selected 

coded picture, means for reading recorded addresses for a number smaller than the total 

number of picture lines of the selected picture, means for selecting on the basis of the 

addresses thus read a track portion situated before the track portion where the recording of the 

selected coded picture line begins, and means for causing the read head to be moved to the 

selected track portion, and means for subsequently detecting the read-out of the beginning of 

the selected coded picture line on the basis of the read-out line numbers and line 

synchronization. 

4. A record carrier for use in the system as claimed in claim 1, a coded picture composed of 

consecutive variable length coded picture lines being recorded in a contiguous track of the 

record carrier, which track has been provided with addresses, characterized in that together with 
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the coded picture lines line synchronizations and line numbers have been recorded on the 

record carrier, each line number specifying the sequence number of the relevant coded picture 

line in the coded picture, and each line synchronization specifying the beginning of the relevant 

coded picture line, the coded picture lines having a variable code length, addresses for a 

number smaller than the total number of coded picture lines of the coded picture being also 

recorded on the record carrier, which addresses specify where the relevant picture lines have 

been recorded in the track. 

7. A read device for use in the system as claimed in claim 1, the read device comprising a read 

head for reading the recorded coded picture lines by scanning the track, means for moving the 

read head to a track portion having a selected address, characterized in that the device 

comprises means for selecting a coded picture line within a selected coded picture, means for 

reading the recorded addresses for the number smaller than the total number of picture lines of 

the selected picture, means for selecting on the basis of the addresses thus read a track portion 

situated before the track portion where the recording of the selected coded picture line begins, 

and means for causing the read head to be moved to the selected track portion, and means for 

subsequently detecting the read-out of the beginning of the selected coded picture line on the 

basis of the read-out line numbers and line synchronizations. 

“In decision T 163/85… a TV signal solely characterised by the information per se, eg 

moving pictures, modulated upon a standard TV signal, may fall under the exclusion of 

Article 52(2)(d) and (3) EPC but not a TV signal defined in terms which inherently 

comprise the technical features of the TV system in which it occurs.” 

“Both the binary string and the analog synchronisation pulse could be interpreted in an 

infinite number of different ways in other technical or human contexts, but this does not 

detract from their technical function of synchronisation in the relevant context, in 

particular when the record carrier of claim 4 is considered in the context of the picture 

retrieval system of claim 1.” 

T 0333/95, 1997-03-05 

+ 1. A method of interactively creating an animated display on a computer graphics screen (10) 

of one or a plurality of predefined graphics objects (60) of a graphics object display stored in a 

memory, said graphics objects being hidden, shown, redefined, placed or moved owing to a 

current cursor (50) on a background; 

said method characterized in that it comprises the steps of: 

- selecting one of said graphics objects (60) from said graphics objects display on said 

graphics screen; 

- making said graphics objects (60) the current cursor (50) under the control of a pointing 

device (40) so as to perform the move operations; and 

- recording said graphics objects operations in a command list. 

“This new input device, indeed, appears to decrease both the necessary mental and 

physical effort of the operator” 

https://www.epo.org/law-practice/case-law-appeals/recent/t950333eu1.html


T 0769/92, 1994-05-31 

+ 1. A computer system for plural types of independent management including at least financial 

and inventory management comprising a display unit (4), an input unit (3), a memory unit (2), an 

output unit (4, 5) and a digital processing unit (1) wherein: 

said display unit (4) displays, in the form of an image on the screen of the display unit (4), a 

single transfer slip (Fig. 2) having a format commonly used for at least financial and 

inventory management in order that items relating to at least a debit item, a credit item and 

a commodity item may be input successively, said memory unit (2) includes: a journalized 

daybook file having a plurality of storage areas for storing data entered with use of said 

transfer slip format for each transfer slip, an item master file for storing data necessary for 

management processing with respect to a plurality of items in correspondence to each item 

code, a commodity master file for storing data necessary for management processing with 

respect to a plurality of commodities in correspondence to each commodity code, a 

journalized daybook accumulation file for storing data relating to the financial management 

among the data in said journalized daybook file for each transfer slip, and an inventory file 

for storing data relating to the inventory management among the data in said journalized 

daybook file for each transfer slip, and said digital processing unit (1) comprises: 

first processing means for causing said display unit (4) to display said transfer slip and 

for automatically displaying data entered through said input unit (3) and storing said data 

in accordance with said transfer slip into said journalized daybook file in the memory unit 

(2), second processing means for automatically updating data corresponding to each 

item code in said item master file and data corresponding to each commodity code in 

said commodity master file with use of data entered through said input unit (3), third 

processing means for transferring data necessary for financial management processing 

stored in said journalized daybook file to said journalized daybook accumulation file to 

store therein and for relating data stored in said journalized daybook accumulation file 

with item codes in said item master file, fourth processing means for transferring data 

necessary for inventory management processing stored in said journalized daybook file 

to said inventory file to store therein and for relating data stored in said inventory file with 

commodity codes in said commodity master file, and fifth processing means for reading, 

in response to an output command entered through said input unit (3), data necessary 

for a specific type of management from at least one of said journalized daybook file, item 

master file, commodity master file, journalized daybook accumulation file and inventory 

file to output them through said output unit (4, 5) in accordance with a predetermined 

format for said specific type of management. 

2. A method for operating a general-purpose computer management system including a display 

unit (4), an input unit (3), a memory unit (2), an output unit (4, 5) and a processing unit (1), for 

plural types of independent management including at least financial and inventory management 

comprising the steps of: 

providing said memory unit (2) for storing a general-purpose management program and 

data necessary for management including a journalized daybook file, an item master file, a 

commodity master file, a journalized daybook accumulation file, and an inventory file, 

https://www.epo.org/law-practice/case-law-appeals/recent/t920769ep1.html


providing a single transfer slip (Figure 2) by displaying it in the form of an image on the 

screen of said display unit, said transfer slip having ... [further wording of this step identical 

with wording of function of display unit (4) as defined in claim 1 (see above)], automatically 

entering data successively input through said input unit (3) into the transfer slip, storing said 

data in accordance with the format of said transfer slip ... [further wording corresponding to 

function of first processing means], updating said data ... [further wording identical with that 

of function of second processing means], transferring said data ... [further wording identical 

with that of function of third processing means], transferring said data ... [further wording 

identical with that of function of fourth processing means], and reading, ... [further wording 

identical with that of function of fifth processing means]. 

T 0208/84, 1986-07-15 

“Clearly a method for obtaining and/or reproducing an image of a physical object or 

even an image of a simulated object (as in computer-aided design/computer-aided 

manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems) may be used e.g. in investigating properties of the 

object or designing an industrial article and is therefore susceptible of industrial 

application. Similarly, a method for enhancing or restoring such an image, without 

adding to its informational content, has to be considered as susceptible of industrial 

application within the meaning of Article 57 EPC.” 

+ 1. A method of digitally processing images in the form of a two-dimensional data array having 

elements arranged in rows and columns in which an operator matrix of a size substantially 

smaller than the size of the data array is convolved with the data array, including sequentially 

scanning the elements of the data array with the operator matrix, characterised in that the 

method includes repeated cycles of sequentially scanning the entire data array with a small 

generating kernel operator matrix to generate a convolved array and then replacing the data 

array as a new data array; the small generating kernel remaining the same for any single scan 

of the entire data array and although comprising at least a multiplicity of elements, nevertheless 

being of a size substantially smaller than is required of a conventional operator matrix in which 

the operator matrix is convolved with the data array only one, and the cycle being repeated for 

each previous new data array by selecting the small generating kernel operator matrices and 

the number of cycles according to conventional error minimisation techniques until the last new 

data array generated is substantially the required convolution of the original data array with the 

conventional operator matrix. 

“A basic difference between a mathematical method and a technical process can be 

seen, however, in the fact that a mathematical method or a mathematical algorithm is 

carried out on numbers (whatever these numbers may represent) and provides a result 

also in numerical form, the mathematical method or algorithm being only an abstract 

concept prescribing how to operate on the numbers. No direct technical result is 

produced by the method as such. In contrast thereto, if a mathematical method is used 

in a technical process, that process is carried out on a physical entity (which may be a 

material object but equally an image stored as an electric signal) by some technical 

means implementing the method and provides as its result a certain change in that 

https://www.epo.org/law-practice/case-law-appeals/recent/t840208ep1.html


entity. The technical means might include a computer comprising suitable hardware or 

an appropriately programmed general purpose computer.” 

+ 8. Apparatus for carrying out the method in Claim 1 including data input means (10) for 

receiving said data array, and said data array to generate an operator matrix for scanning said 

data array to generate the required convolution of the operator matrix and the data array, 

characterised in that there are provided feedback means (50) for transferring the output of the 

mask means (20) to the data input means, and control means (30) for causing the scanning and 

transferring of the output of the mask means (20) to the data input means to be repeated a 

predetermined number of times. 

“A computer of known type set up to operate according to a new program cannot be 

considered as forming part of the state of the art as defined by Article 54(2) EPC.” 

“claims which can be considered as being directed to a computer set up to operate in 

accordance with a specified program… for controlling or carrying out a technical 

process cannot be regarded as relating to a computer program as such and thus are 

not objectionable under Article 52(2)(c) and (3) EPC” 
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